
From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: RathLaw -Steve Lauwers
Subject: Re: Redacted Copy of Warehouse Proposal
Date: Monday, November 26, 2012 4:17:17 PM

Hello Craig,

I am copying Steve Lauwers on this response. Unless there is some cause for
objection that he has, thank you for keeping us updated.

Mike

On Nov 26, 2012 4:00 PM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:

Mike:

 

The Commission has received Right-to-Know Law requests regarding the
Warehouse Services RFP.  All Vendors are receiving an email regarding the Right-
to-Know requests.  One of the items requested is your proposal.  In accordance
with Section 1.14, Disclosure of Proposal, Page 12 of the RFP, you were required
to provide a redacted proposal.  In our review of the material you submitted with
your proposal, we see on Page 14 of your proposal that there is no vendor
confidential information in your proposal.  Therefore, the Commission will be
releasing your proposal electronically in the near future using the CD-ROM that
you provided.

 

We will also be releasing all email communications between Distributech and the
NHSLC at the same time.

 

Thank you.

 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 

Craig W. Bulkley

Chief of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: Web WEI - Mike G
Subject: Distributech - Redacted Copy of Warehouse Proposal
Date: Monday, November 26, 2012 4:00:40 PM

Mike:
 
The Commission has received Right-to-Know Law requests regarding the Warehouse Services RFP. 
All Vendors are receiving an email regarding the Right-to-Know requests.  One of the items
requested is your proposal.  In accordance with Section 1.14, Disclosure of Proposal, Page 12 of the
RFP, you were required to provide a redacted proposal.  In our review of the material you
submitted with your proposal, we see on Page 14 of your proposal that there is no vendor
confidential information in your proposal.  Therefore, the Commission will be releasing your
proposal electronically in the near future using the CD-ROM that you provided.
 
We will also be releasing all email communications between Distributech and the NHSLC at the
same time.
 
Thank you.
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Chief of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: RathLaw -Steve Lauwers
Subject: Re: RFP Process
Date: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:29:51 PM

Thank you Craig for this courtesy.
Mike

On Nov 14, 2012 4:23 PM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:

Mike:

 

As a matter of courtesy, this is to notify you that, under Section 4.6 and 4.6.1,
Page 35 of the Warehouse RFP, a Vendor has been notified in writing of its
selection for contract discussions because its proposal has been determined to be
the most advantageous to the state as determined by the NHSLC after taking into
consideration all of the evaluation factors.  Contract negotiations are ongoing. 

 

We must remind you that if the NHSLC is unable to reach an agreement during
contract discussions, it may commence discussions with the next highest-ranked
Vendor.

 

You are also reminded that this entire process is confidential until the contract is
approved by the office of the Attorney General.  You will be notified when and if
that occurs. 

 

Thank you.

 

 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 

Craig W. Bulkley

Chief of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
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Cell: (603) 490-1559
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individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: Web WEI - Mike G
Subject: RFP Process - Distributech
Date: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:23:17 PM

Mike:
 
As a matter of courtesy, this is to notify you that, under Section 4.6 and 4.6.1, Page 35 of the
Warehouse RFP, a Vendor has been notified in writing of its selection for contract discussions
because its proposal has been determined to be the most advantageous to the state as determined
by the NHSLC after taking into consideration all of the evaluation factors.  Contract negotiations
are ongoing. 
 
We must remind you that if the NHSLC is unable to reach an agreement during contract
discussions, it may commence discussions with the next highest-ranked Vendor.
 
You are also reminded that this entire process is confidential until the contract is approved by the
office of the Attorney General.  You will be notified when and if that occurs. 
 
Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Chief of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: RathLaw -Steve Lauwers
Subject: Re: Distributech - Financial BAFO Final Confirmation
Date: Thursday, November 01, 2012 9:57:48 AM

Hello Craig,

Distributech is pleased to confirm the validity $31,233,660 for the first 30-month
term. 

Throughout yesterday several of our financial directors carefully reviewed and
cross-checked all critical financial components of the RFP panel's template against
the details underlying our 30-month pro forma.  Our team's offer is a solid
deliverable.

Best regards,
Mike

On Tue, Oct 30, 2012 at 11:10 AM, Craig W. Bulkley <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us>
wrote:

Mike:

 

At this time, the Liquor Commission wishes to make a final confirmation of your
financial BAFO.  We understand that your final offer to us on the template for the
first 30 months is $31,233,660.

 

Please confirm that this number is correct no later than 1 PM on Friday, November
2, 2012.

 

Thank you.

 

 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 

Craig W. Bulkley

Chief of Administration
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From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Re: Distributech - Financial BAFO Final Confirmation
Date: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 11:37:25 AM

Thank you Craig. We have received your request and will be able to respond on time
or earlier.

Best regards,
Mike

On Oct 30, 2012 11:10 AM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:

Mike:

 

At this time, the Liquor Commission wishes to make a final confirmation of your
financial BAFO.  We understand that your final offer to us on the template for the
first 30 months is $31,233,660.

 

Please confirm that this number is correct no later than 1 PM on Friday, November
2, 2012.

 

Thank you.
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Craig W. Bulkley

Chief of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897

Cell: (603) 490-1559

*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Stephen J. Judge
To: "Steven J. Lauwers"; Craig W. Bulkley; Web WEI - Mike G
Subject: RE: P-37 Amendments Distributech, LLC
Date: Friday, October 26, 2012 3:46:27 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Dear Steve,
 
This will suffice.
Thank you,
 
Steve
 
*************************************
Stephen J. Judge
AG Legal Consultant for NHS Liquor Commission
Wadleigh, Starr & Peters, PLLC
95 Market Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
Tel:  603-669-4140
Fax:  603-669-6018
Web:  www.wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  sjudge@wadleighlaw.com
E-mail:  stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us

 Please do not print this email unless necessary 
 
 **** CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE ****
NOTICE: This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended for the receipt and use by the
intended addressee(s) only, and may contain privileged, confidential, work product and/or
trade secrets or other information of a proprietary nature.  If you are not an intended recipient
of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use or distribution of this e-
mail, including any attachments, is strictly prohibited.
From: Steven J. Lauwers [mailto:sjl@Rathlaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 26, 2012 3:43 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley; Web WEI - Mike G
Cc: Stephen J. Judge
Subject: RE: P-37 Amendments Distributech, LLC
 
Craig and Steve:
 
The proposed amendments to P-37 that you identified in your earlier email are acceptable to
Distributech, LLC.
 
Please let us know if you need anything more formal from us.
 
Best regards,
 
Steve

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STEVEN.J.JUDGE
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Steven J. Lauwers
Attorney at Law
 
One Capital Plaza
Concord, NH 03302-1500
www.rathlaw.com

DD (603) 410-4345
T      (603) 226-2600
F    (603) 225-9774
E      sjl@rathlaw.com
 
cid:image003.jpg@01CD38F7.01D4C010

 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION: This message is intended only for the use of the addressee and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering
the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify
us immediately by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system.

CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: This communication, including any attachments or enclosures, is not intended
by the author to be used, and it may not be used by the addressee, recipient, or any other person, for the
purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the United States Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting,
marketing, or recommending to any other party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Friday, October 26, 2012 12:40 PM
To: Web WEI - Mike G; Steven J. Lauwers
Cc: Stephen J. Judge; Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: P-37 Amendments Distributech, LLC
 
Dear Mike,
 
Following consultation with the AG’s Office, the EC is authorized to amend the P-37 as
follows.
One, the parties shall mutually agree to waive consequential and indirect damages.
Two, In the event of a material breach that involves the payment of a penalty, the Vendor
shall pay the penalty.  If the Vendor fails to pay the penalty within a reasonable time, the
NHSLC shall recover the penalty from the performance bond, provided, however, that the
Vendor restores the bond to its original or any increased amount within a reasonable time.
I expect that the terms will be clarified to a specific time. 
 
Steve Judge on behalf of
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
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Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Steven J. Lauwers
To: Craig W. Bulkley; Web WEI - Mike G
Cc: Stephen J. Judge
Subject: RE: P-37 Amendments Distributech, LLC
Date: Friday, October 26, 2012 3:45:32 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Craig and Steve:
 
The proposed amendments to P-37 that you identified in your earlier email are acceptable to
Distributech, LLC.
 
Please let us know if you need anything more formal from us.
 
Best regards,
 
Steve
 
Steven J. Lauwers
Attorney at Law
 
One Capital Plaza
Concord, NH 03302-1500
www.rathlaw.com

DD (603) 410-4345
T      (603) 226-2600
F    (603) 225-9774
E      sjl@rathlaw.com
 
cid:image003.jpg@01CD38F7.01D4C010

 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION: This message is intended only for the use of the addressee and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering
the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify
us immediately by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system.

CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: This communication, including any attachments or enclosures, is not intended
by the author to be used, and it may not be used by the addressee, recipient, or any other person, for the
purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the United States Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting,
marketing, or recommending to any other party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
 
From: Craig W. Bulkley [mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Friday, October 26, 2012 12:40 PM
To: Web WEI - Mike G; Steven J. Lauwers
Cc: Stephen J. Judge; Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: P-37 Amendments Distributech, LLC
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Dear Mike,
 
Following consultation with the AG’s Office, the EC is authorized to amend the P-37 as
follows.
One, the parties shall mutually agree to waive consequential and indirect damages.
Two, In the event of a material breach that involves the payment of a penalty, the Vendor
shall pay the penalty.  If the Vendor fails to pay the penalty within a reasonable time, the
NHSLC shall recover the penalty from the performance bond, provided, however, that the
Vendor restores the bond to its original or any increased amount within a reasonable time.
I expect that the terms will be clarified to a specific time. 
 
Steve Judge on behalf of
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
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individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: Web WEI - Mike G; "Steven J. Lauwers"
Cc: Stephen J. Judge; Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: P-37 Amendments Distributech, LLC
Date: Friday, October 26, 2012 12:39:42 PM

Dear Mike,
 
Following consultation with the AG’s Office, the EC is authorized to amend the P-37 as
follows.
One, the parties shall mutually agree to waive consequential and indirect damages.
Two, In the event of a material breach that involves the payment of a penalty, the Vendor
shall pay the penalty.  If the Vendor fails to pay the penalty within a reasonable time, the
NHSLC shall recover the penalty from the performance bond, provided, however, that the
Vendor restores the bond to its original or any increased amount within a reasonable time.
I expect that the terms will be clarified to a specific time. 
 
Steve Judge on behalf of
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: Web WEI - Mike G
Subject: RE: Distributech Financial Template - New Site
Date: Friday, September 28, 2012 10:25:48 AM

Received; thank you
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
From: Mike G [mailto:mike@webwei.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 9:57 AM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Re: Distributech Financial Template - New Site
 
Good morning Craig,
 
The Hooksett site will not have any impact on the total costs that were reflected in the template
that Distributech provided to the Commission in our June response to the RFP.  We stand by those
figures.  
 
We would be happy to answer any detailed questions.
 
Best regards,
Mike
 

On Thu, Sep 27, 2012 at 2:26 PM, Craig W. Bulkley <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:
Mike:
 
We have received the information regarding the site in Hooksett.  You have submitted a
template with the grand total of your costs.  Does the new site change the grand total?
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Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Re: Distributech Financial Template - New Site
Date: Friday, September 28, 2012 10:17:30 AM

Good morning Craig,

The Hooksett site will not have any impact on the total costs that were reflected in the template that
Distributech provided to the Commission in our June response to the RFP.  We stand by those figures.  

We would be happy to answer any detailed questions.

Best regards,
Mike

On Thu, Sep 27, 2012 at 2:26 PM, Craig W. Bulkley <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us>
wrote:

Mike:

 

We have received the information regarding the site in Hooksett.  You have
submitted a template with the grand total of your costs.  Does the new site change
the grand total?
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Craig W. Bulkley

Director

Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897

Cell: (603) 490-1559

*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.

tel:%28603%29230-7008


From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Subject: Distributech Financial Template - New Site
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2012 2:26:29 PM

Mike:
 
We have received the information regarding the site in Hooksett.  You have submitted a template
with the grand total of your costs.  Does the new site change the grand total?
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:mike@braincircuit.com
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Steven J. Lauwers"
Subject: RE: Distributech, LLC
Date: Monday, September 24, 2012 2:43:44 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Received; thank you
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Steven J. Lauwers [mailto:sjl@Rathlaw.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 12:29 PM
To: Stephen J. Judge
Cc: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: RE: Distributech, LLC
 
Steve and Craig,
 
Thank you!
 
Attached are:

(i)                  Final executed letter of intent (to be followed by a full P&S);
(ii)                Phase 1-A archeological report from February 2007;
(iii)               Geotechnical design investigation report from March 2007;
(iv)               Phase 1 environmental site assessment from February 2007;
(v)                Various site maps, etc.

 
Please let us know if you have any questions with respect to any of the attached documents.
 
We would also be happy to schedule a site visit at the review panel’s convenience.
 
Best regards,
 
Steve

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:sjl@Rathlaw.com
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Steven J. Lauwers
Attorney at Law
 
One Capital Plaza
Concord, NH 03302-1500
www.rathlaw.com

DD (603) 410-4345
T      (603) 226-2600
F    (603) 225-9774
E      sjl@rathlaw.com
 
cid:image003.jpg@01CD38F7.01D4C010

 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION: This message is intended only for the use of the addressee and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering
the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify
us immediately by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system.

CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: This communication, including any attachments or enclosures, is not intended
by the author to be used, and it may not be used by the addressee, recipient, or any other person, for the
purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the United States Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting,
marketing, or recommending to any other party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
 
From: Stephen J. Judge [mailto:stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 11:55 AM
To: Steven J. Lauwers
Cc: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: RE: Distributech, LLC
 
Steve,
 
I was out teaching a CLE and just received your message.  Please send the materials to Craig.  I have
copied him on this email.
 
Steve
 
From: Steven J. Lauwers [mailto:sjl@Rathlaw.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 11:48 AM
To: Stephen J. Judge
Subject: Distributech, LLC
 
Steve,
 
We have additional materials that we would like to provide with respect to the Hooksett site,
including the executed letter of intent, a Phase I environmental study that the owner had

http://www.rathlaw.com/
mailto:sjl@rathlaw.com
mailto:[mailto:stephen.j.judge@liquor.state.nh.us]
mailto:[mailto:sjl@Rathlaw.com]


completed in 2007, and further information with respect to work that has already been completed.
 
Would it be permissible for me to send these materials to you?
 
Again, we wish to be very respectful of the process, but we also know that the review panel was
extremely interested in having these items with respect to the Integra Drive site in Concord.
 
Please let me know.
 
Thank you and best regards,
 
Steve
 
Steven J. Lauwers
Attorney at Law
 
One Capital Plaza
Concord, NH 03302-1500
www.rathlaw.com

DD (603) 410-4345
T      (603) 226-2600
F    (603) 225-9774
E      sjl@rathlaw.com
 
cid:image003.jpg@01CD38F7.01D4C010

 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION: This message is intended only for the use of the addressee and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering
the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify
us immediately by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system.

CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: This communication, including any attachments or enclosures, is not intended
by the author to be used, and it may not be used by the addressee, recipient, or any other person, for the
purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the United States Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting,
marketing, or recommending to any other party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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From: Stephen J. Judge
To: "Steven J. Lauwers"
Cc: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: RE: Distributech, LLC
Date: Monday, September 24, 2012 11:55:12 AM
Attachments: image002.png

Steve,
 
I was out teaching a CLE and just received your message.  Please send the materials to Craig.  I have
copied him on this email.
 
Steve
 
From: Steven J. Lauwers [mailto:sjl@Rathlaw.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 11:48 AM
To: Stephen J. Judge
Subject: Distributech, LLC
 
Steve,
 
We have additional materials that we would like to provide with respect to the Hooksett site,
including the executed letter of intent, a Phase I environmental study that the owner had
completed in 2007, and further information with respect to work that has already been completed.
 
Would it be permissible for me to send these materials to you?
 
Again, we wish to be very respectful of the process, but we also know that the review panel was
extremely interested in having these items with respect to the Integra Drive site in Concord.
 
Please let me know.
 
Thank you and best regards,
 
Steve
 
Steven J. Lauwers
Attorney at Law
 
One Capital Plaza
Concord, NH 03302-1500
www.rathlaw.com

DD (603) 410-4345
T      (603) 226-2600
F    (603) 225-9774
E      sjl@rathlaw.com
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CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION: This message is intended only for the use of the addressee and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering
the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify
us immediately by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system.

CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: This communication, including any attachments or enclosures, is not intended
by the author to be used, and it may not be used by the addressee, recipient, or any other person, for the
purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the United States Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting,
marketing, or recommending to any other party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
 



From: Mike G
To: Steven J. Lauwers
Cc: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Re: Distributech, LLC
Date: Friday, September 07, 2012 12:14:55 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Craig,

As you can tell, we turned this around really quickly. If there is any other
information that you need, just let us know --for example the LOI on the Hooksett
property that we executed earlier this week.

Thank you very much.
Mike 

On Fri, Sep 7, 2012 at 12:02 PM, Steven J. Lauwers <sjl@rathlaw.com> wrote:

Craig,

 

Mike Goclowski passed along to me your request for additional information
regarding the alternate Distributech site for the proposed warehouse.

 

Attached is a pdf that sets out the basic information.

 

We would be happy to answer any questions or provide any additional information
to the panel, at your convenience.

 

I would also be happy to discuss any of the legal issues with Steve Judge.

 

Thank you and best regards,

 

Steve

 

Steven J. Lauwers
Attorney at Law

 

One Capital Plaza

mailto:mike@webwei.com
mailto:sjl@rathlaw.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:sjl@rathlaw.com



Concord, NH 03302-1500
www.rathlaw.com

DD (603) 410-4345

T      (603) 226-2600
F    (603) 225-9774
E      sjl@rathlaw.com

 

 

CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION: This message is intended only for the use of the addressee and
may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for
delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from
your system.

CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: This communication, including any attachments or enclosures, is not intended
by the author to be used, and it may not be used by the addressee, recipient, or any other person, for
the purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the United States Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting,
marketing, or recommending to any other party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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From: Steven J. Lauwers
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: Web WEI - Mike G
Subject: Distributech, LLC Modification to Proposal (Site Change)
Date: Friday, September 07, 2012 12:03:33 PM
Attachments: Disributech, LLC RFP 2012-14 Modification to Proposal.pdf

image002.png

Craig,
 
Mike Goclowski passed along to me your request for additional information regarding the alternate
Distributech site for the proposed warehouse.
 
Attached is a pdf that sets out the basic information.
 
We would be happy to answer any questions or provide any additional information to the panel, at
your convenience.
 
I would also be happy to discuss any of the legal issues with Steve Judge.
 
Thank you and best regards,
 
Steve
 
Steven J. Lauwers
Attorney at Law
 
One Capital Plaza
Concord, NH 03302-1500
www.rathlaw.com

DD (603) 410-4345
T      (603) 226-2600
F    (603) 225-9774
E      sjl@rathlaw.com
 
cid:image003.jpg@01CD38F7.01D4C010

 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION: This message is intended only for the use of the addressee and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering
the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify
us immediately by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system.

CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: This communication, including any attachments or enclosures, is not intended
by the author to be used, and it may not be used by the addressee, recipient, or any other person, for the
purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the United States Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting,
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Distributech, LLC 


September 7, 2012 


Modification to Proposal 


State of New Hampshire 


RFP 2012-14 


Warehouse Services for Spirits and Wine Product, 


 Equipment and Supplies 


Thank you for this opportunity to respond to the Review Panel’s inquiry in more detail. 


Distributech’s primary goal is to stay on schedule to deliver to the Commission a fully operable, 


state-of-the-art warehouse facility on time and as we have proposed. 


Given certain difficulties that have recently arisen with the Integra Drive site in Concord, we are 


now seeking to amend our proposal to use an alternative site. 


The alternative site, on Route 28 in Hooksett, is already permitted for construction of a 340,000 


square foot warehouse. We have confirmed that the Hooksett site will permit the construction 


of the original Distributech building and designs, as have been proposed to the Commission.   


In this regard, it is also very helpful that our contractor, Stahlman Group, had been involved in 


much of the site work planning for the previous owner for this alternate site. 
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Distributech would not seek to make any change to our proposal with respect to the building or 


the internal designs/operations.  There may be some changes to parking, etc.  In other words, 


except for the location being in Hooksett rather than in Concord, we believe that the Hooksett 


site will provide precisely the same warehouse functionality as the Concord site that we had 


originally proposed. 


In addition, we strongly believe that the alternative site will provide us with a more streamlined 


approval and development schedule that should assist us in meeting aggressive building 


schedules.  The owner of the Hooksett site had a Phase I environmental study completed in 


2008 and had also successfully completed the permitting process to locate a 340,000 square 


foot warehouse on the Hooksett site, which is essentially the same size as our proposed 


warehouse for the Commission. 


Assuming that we are permitted to amend our proposal to the alternative site in Hooksett, we 


do not believe that delaying the Contract Award Date for an additional two months until 


November 14, 2012 will compel Distributech to increase its charges to the Commission during 


the initial 30-month period of the warehouse contract.  


However, Distributech will need to gain approval by the RFP Panel for our alternate location. 


Critically important is the fact that our site on Eastpoint Drive in Hooksett has turn-key 


permitting and construction capabilities in place already; and will save valuable and precious 


time. 
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Except as described above, no provisions of the original bid by Distributech will be  altered.  


We would also encourage a site visit by the review panel, which we would be pleased to 


arrange at your convenience.  We are also prepared to provide any further documentary 


evidence (e.g., letter of intent to acquire property, etc) that the review panel and its legal 


counsel requests, and we are aggressively conducting further due diligence to confirm that no 


problems exist. 


Modification:   Accept a new building site for the proposed Distributech warehouse. 


During the past two months, Distributech has learned that getting the necessary permits for its 


Concord building site would be a fairly lengthy process, but we were able to still fit this within 


our proposal schedule.  We also were able to adapt to future road building plans by the City of 


Concord through site plan revisions.  However, we have very recently learned that we are 


simply unable to obtain a reasonable solution with respect to a utility right of way that crosses 


the Integra Drive site. The location of this easement, together with the location of the proposed 


City of Concord public road, made it essentially impossible to locate our proposed building on 


the site.  While we may have developed alternatives for moving the utility easement and/or 


roadway that would have ultimately been acceptable to the utility and the City of Concord: (i) 


none of these outcomes was assured; (ii) Distributech could not control the ultimate timing of 


such a resolution; and (iii) Distributech would have continued to sink costs into a site that may 


simply not have worked in the end. 


Upon realizing that the Integra Drive site may simply become impracticable, we were fortunate 


to identify and very recently secure a superior building site at 10 Eastpoint Drive, Hooksett, NH 
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that was for sale, had a completed set of site plans, had a recent Phase I environmental report, 


and that already had been completely permitted for the construction of a 340,000 square foot 


warehouse by the seller.  In addition, our building contractor, Stahlman, was already intimately 


familiar with the Hooksett site.   


Beyond addressing the difficulties of the Integra Drive site, we think the new site may provide 


us with an opportunity for a compressed development schedule that may be better suited to 


the Commission’s timing. 


From a financial perspective, the fully permitted property provides Distributech with a much 


more accelerated launch and build-out calendar. 


See the figure below which depicts the existing planned design.  Except for an upgrade from 


their ten (10) loading docks to our eighteen (18), the approved design is almost identical to the 


plan that we originally submitted for the Concord location.    
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Hooksett Building Site 
10 Eastpoint Drive, Hooksett, NH 


Permitted for 340,000 SF Warehouse on 88 acres 


  


The building site is also more ideally located near the major NH north-south and east-west 
highways (See figure below.) 
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Site located with two (2) entrances onto Route 28 Bypass, within .5 mile of Route 101, Exit 1  
on Auburn line, near Manchester line and near the intersection of Route 101 and Route 93 


Eastpoint Drive has superior transportation access, with significantly less approach traffic from Routes 


93, 101 and Bypass 28.    


From a communications standpoint, the new site is also superior because it is flanked on two (2) sides 


with fiber-optic runs; and its nearest abutter is a Verizon microwave tower attached to a major server 


network operations center.  
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For in-bound shipments, changing to the new site will annually save over 4,000 trucks arriving from 


and returning to out-of-state suppliers approximately 35 miles in fuel, drive time and tolls when 


compared to the Integra Drive location.  


For out-bound shipments, we are actually in a superior location at the very center of NH’s sales 


activity. The figure below shows the Top 10 State Stores and our Hooksett site optimally located to 


minimize inventory and trucking costs for these 10 stores that account for 35% of all NH sales. 


 


 








marketing, or recommending to any other party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
 



From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: RathLaw -Steve Lauwers
Subject: Distributech - Contract award extension+
Date: Thursday, September 06, 2012 8:56:25 AM

Good morning Craig,

You have asked us "What additional costs would be incurred if the contract was not awarded until
November 14, 2012?  What would be the impact on your grand total costs over the initial 30-month
term?"

Distributech's answer is as follows:  If the award is not granted to Distributech on September 12th, but
the contract is instead awarded to Distributech on or before November 14th, we are of the view that
Distributech will not need to adjust its costs charged to the Commission over the initial 30-month term.
 Certainly, this delay may well add to our initial costs as development, construction and testing
schedules are compressed, but at this time we believe that these additional costs can be borne by
Distributech.  Of course, we are also concerned about the impact of winter weather on construction,
etc.

However, your question and our response are directly related to a significant (and we think favorable)
development relating to Distributech’s proposal that we would like to share with the panel.   As always,
we want to be sure that any communication with the panel is in keeping with the strict procedural
guidelines that the Commission and the panel are following during the RFP process, including the
black-out period.

Can you please let us know the proper way to provide this additional information to the panel?  We
would be happy to do so in writing, and we would also be happy to work through Steve Judge and our
attorney, Steve Lauwers, if the panel thought that was advisable.

Thank you again for the panel's consideration.

Mike Goclowski, Manager

Distributech, LLC

mailto:mike@webwei.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:sjl@rathlaw.com


From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: RathLaw -Steve Lauwers
Subject: Re: Distributech Contract Award Extension
Date: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 12:58:05 PM

Thank you Craig.
Mike

On Wed, Sep 5, 2012 at 12:55 PM, Craig W. Bulkley <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us>
wrote:

Mike:

 

You can have an extension until 5 PM tomorrow, 9/6.

 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 

Craig W. Bulkley

Director

Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897

Cell: (603) 490-1559

*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us

 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Mike G [mailto:mike@webwei.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 11:57 AM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: RathLaw -Steve Lauwers
Subject: Contract Award Extension

mailto:mike@webwei.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:sjl@rathlaw.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
tel:%28603%29%20230-7008
tel:%28603%29%20271-3897
tel:%28603%29%20490-1559
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
tel:%28603%29230-7008
mailto:mike@webwei.com


 

Good morning Craig,

 

You have asked us "What additional costs would be incurred if the contract was
not awarded until November 14, 2012?  What would be the impact on your grand
total costs over the initial 30-month term?"

 

You had also stated that you could grant us additional time if needed.

 

Distributech wants its answer to be as factually correct and comprehensive as possible.   As we dug
into it, we realized that your question was complex in the sense that we needed to understand not
only the impact on development and constructions costs on our side, but also the ability and
willingness of Distributech to bear those costs directly without passing them along through our pricing
over the intial 30-month term of the contract.  Our goal is to hold our pricing flat, but we need to do
some additional diligence on our side, as well as a pin down the details of some changes on our
side.

 

For that reason, could you please provide us with an additional 48-hours to respond?

Thank you again for the panel's consideration.

 

Mike Goclowski, Manager

Distributech, LLC

 



From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: Web WEI - Mike G
Subject: RE: Distributech Contract Award Extension
Date: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 12:55:03 PM

Mike:
 
You can have an extension until 5 PM tomorrow, 9/6.
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
From: Mike G [mailto:mike@webwei.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 11:57 AM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: RathLaw -Steve Lauwers
Subject: Contract Award Extension
 
Good morning Craig,
 
You have asked us "What additional costs would be incurred if the contract was not awarded
until November 14, 2012?  What would be the impact on your grand total costs over the
initial 30-month term?"
 
You had also stated that you could grant us additional time if needed.
 
Distributech wants its answer to be as factually correct and comprehensive as possible.   As we dug
into it, we realized that your question was complex in the sense that we needed to understand not only
the impact on development and constructions costs on our side, but also the ability and willingness of
Distributech to bear those costs directly without passing them along through our pricing over the intial
30-month term of the contract.  Our goal is to hold our pricing flat, but we need to do some additional
diligence on our side, as well as a pin down the details of some changes on our side.
 
For that reason, could you please provide us with an additional 48-hours to respond?
Thank you again for the panel's consideration.
 
Mike Goclowski, Manager
Distributech, LLC

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:mike@webwei.com
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From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: RathLaw -Steve Lauwers
Subject: Distributech Contract Award Extension
Date: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 11:57:55 AM

Good morning Craig,

You have asked us "What additional costs would be incurred if the contract was not awarded until  November 14,
2012?  What would be the impact on your grand total costs over the initial 30-month term?"

You had also stated that you could grant us additional time if needed.

 

Distributech wants its answer to be as factually correct and comprehensive as possible.   As we dug into it, we
realized that your question was complex in the sense that we needed to understand not only the impact on
development and constructions costs on our side, but also the ability and willingness of Distributech to bear those
costs directly without passing them along through our pricing over the intial 30-month term of the contract.  Our
goal is to hold our pricing flat, but we need to do some additional diligence on our side, as well as a pin down the
details of some changes on our side.

 

For that reason, could you please provide us with an additional 48-hours to respond?

Thank you again for the panel's consideration.

Mike Goclowski, Manager

Distributech, LLC

 

mailto:mike@webwei.com
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Subject: Distributech - Contract Award Extension
Date: Friday, August 31, 2012 4:17:52 PM

Mike:
 
The Evaluation Committee has a question that you need to answer.  
 
The question is:  What additional costs would be incurred if the contract was not awarded until
November 14, 2012?  What would be the impact on your grand total costs over the initial 30-
month term? 
 
We would like a response by 12:00 noon on Wednesday, September 5, 2012.  If, however, a small
amount of additional time is required, please let us know. 
 
Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Subject: Distributech - Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
Date: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 12:00:41 PM

Mike:
 
Pursuant to Section 1.5.3, Page 8 of the Warehouse Services RFP, the NHSLC has the
authority to amend the RFP at any time and at its sole discretion.
The NHSLC hereby amends Section 1.2, Schedule of Events on Page 5 of the RFP from
June 7, 2012 - August 1, 2012 to June 7, 2012 – September 12, 2012.
 
This date  is well within  the  requirement  that  the proposals  remain valid for a period of 210 days
from the proposal due date  (June 7, 2012).   The Evaluation Committee will  continue  to work as
quickly  as  possible  to  allow  the  NHSLC  to  reach  contract  award.    Vendors  may  be asked for
additional oral and/or written presentations  in NHSLC’s continuing effort to identify the proposal
most adventageous to the State of New Hampshire.
 
If  you have any questions or comments, please direct  them via email to me, Craig W. Bulkley, as
the issuing officer.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Distributech feedback and cross-check---for NHSLC Rate Analysis
Date: Friday, July 20, 2012 2:03:02 PM
Attachments: CostCalculator.xlsx

CostCalculatorPicture.gif

Hi Craig,

We have been reviewing the Worksheets that you sent to us yesterday.

There is only one area that seems to have an error... Labeling /Relabeling Fees are overstated and shown redundantly in part.
Because of this, the bottom line cost per case is merely overstated by 1 cent per case

Cells W66 through W73 should all be zeroed out. These labeling and relabeling costs are not to be assessed against the NHSLC, and are already included
in the related fees for Suppliers’ costs. [These subtotal out to $57,287 and were only conditional fees; i.e., assessed only in the event that the local
broker does not send an employee over to the warehouse to verify a "mystery product" that requires correct or corrected labeling.

We also spent a bit of time cross-verifying your method of assessing the costs two ways: (1) The current confusing-fee method
against (2) Our Proposed Fee Method.

It all seems to add up well ! Once we fix the the relabeling (mentioned above), your own analysis and our own both match up at a
Net Cost Per Case of $2.25 per case :)

Embedded below is a snapshot of the cross-check with our method. 

[NOTE: If it prints poorly from within this email, I have attached to this email both the snapshot and the Cost Calculator for you].

Thanks and we will see you Monday.

Mike

  

mailto:mike@webwei.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
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CostCalculator



				Distributech 						Simplified Fee Calculator

				Handling & Inventory Management Fees										Mixed Case Fees										Storage Fees

				Growth		YR		Supplier Cases		Supplier Cases (Inbound plus Outbound Fees)		NHSLC Cases (Inbound plus Outbound Fees as Vendor)		Mixed Case (Bottles)		Licensee Volume (Bottles)		Licensee Cost (Bottles)		NHSLC Store Volume (Bottles)		NHSLC Cost (Bottles)		AVG Daily Cases On Hand (in warehouse)		Supplier Storage Fees

						2011Jun		4,900,000						924,000		403,560				520,440				805,000

				1.03		2012Jul		5,047,000						951,720		415,184				536,536				829,150

						2013Jun		5,198,410						980,272		419,350				560,922				854,025

								Inbound Case Management Fee:		$1.00				Mixing Fee / Bottle:				$0.50						Storage		$0.0070

								Outbound Case Management Fee:		$1.00														 /Case/Day



				Contract Yr1		2014Jun		5,317,577		$   10,635,154		$   70,000		1,009,680		431,931		$   215,965		577,749		$   288,875		879,645		$2,247,494

				Contract Yr2		2015Jun		5,478,154		$   10,956,309		$   70,000		1,039,970		444,888		$   222,444		595,082		$   297,541		906,035		$2,314,918		Total

				Last 6 Mos		2016Jun		2,804,275		$   5,608,549		$   35,000		535,585		229,118		$   114,559		306,467		$   153,234		919,625		$1,171,602		System Cost:

				Total Case Throughput:				13,600,006		$   27,200,012		$   175,000						$552,968.28				$739,649				$5,734,014		$   34,401,644

																												Includes $1.2M in Licensee+NHSLC bottle fees



																										30 MO Total Cost for Suppliers:		$   32,934,027

																										AVG Cost / Case		$2.42

																								Existing Oct31 2013 Contract		$2.52		4%



																										30 MO Total Cost for NHSLC:		$   914,649

												 														Hire NHSLC warehouse employees		$   (1,260,000)

																										Rent Concord Warehouse 		$   (600,000)

																										Technical Integration, Reporting, Invoicing		$   (900,000)

																										Licensee Mixed Cases (Added Rev):		$   (552,968)

																												$   (2,398,319)

																										Grand Total Cost:		$   30,535,707

																										Cost/Case		$   2.25




















































































From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Re: Distributech Financial Analysis Confirmation
Date: Thursday, July 19, 2012 2:02:54 PM

Will do. Thanks.
Mike

On Jul 19, 2012 11:59 AM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:

Mike:

 

I have attached a financial analysis in Excel which will be the foundation for parts
of our discussion on Monday.  Please review the attached document, confirm that
the numbers are correct, and provide me with any questions or comments by
Noon on Friday, July 20th. 

 

Please copy George on your response.  Thanks.

 

 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 

Craig W. Bulkley

Director

Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897

Cell: (603) 490-1559

*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us

 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
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intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.

tel:%28603%29230-7008


From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Distributech Financial Analysis Confirmation
Date: Thursday, July 19, 2012 11:59:45 AM
Attachments: Book4.xls

Mike:
 
I have attached a financial analysis in Excel which will be the foundation for parts of our discussion
on Monday.  Please review the attached document, confirm that the numbers are correct, and

provide me with any questions or comments by Noon on Friday, July 20th. 
 
Please copy George on your response.  Thanks.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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DISTRIBUTECH

		

		DISTRIBUTECH																						ONE WAREHOUSE																DISTRIBUTECH

		Summary of RFP Proposal - 1st 30 months																						APPENDIX-D		APPENDIX-D1														SUPPLIER COSTS - APP D				NHSLC COSTS - APP D1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Total Est.				CONTRACT RATES										Proposed		Total		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Volume				Jan 1, 2013 - October 31, 2013										Contract		Estimated		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		(1st 30 Months)				SUPPLIER COSTS				NHSLC COSTS						Rates		Cost		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246		40,000				1.40		8,572,544		1.40		56,000				$1.15		7,041,733		$1.15		46,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321						1.20		1,919,185				- 0				$1.00		1,599,321		$1.00		- 0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562						1.05		3,364,790				- 0				$0.90		2,884,106		$0.90		- 0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765						0.95		2,827,927				- 0				$0.80		2,381,412		$0.80		- 0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910						7.60		37,319				- 0				$6.35		31,181		$6.35		- 0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929						6.00		41,572				- 0				$1.15		7,968		$1.15		- 0

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		50				5.00		22,677		5.00		250				$1.00		4,535		$1.00		50

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						15.00		207				- 0				$12.00		165		$12.00		- 0

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392						1.00		392				- 0				$0.50		196		$0.50		- 0

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		1,195,627		5,048,978				5,278,454		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		13,920,674		40,050						$   16,786,614				$   56,250						$   13,950,618				$   46,050

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604		12,000				0.11		5,549,566		0.11		1,320				$0.09		4,540,554		$0.09		1,080

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185		11,000				0.29		2,353,694		0.29		3,190				$0.24		1,947,885		$0.24		2,640

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996		12,000				0.80		2,325,597		0.80		9,600				$0.67		1,947,688		$0.67		8,040

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772						1.40		2,311,081		- 0		- 0				$1.18		1,947,911		$1.18		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688						0.80		446,950		- 0		- 0				$0.24		134,085		$0.24		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603						1.40		101,645		- 0		- 0				$1.18		85,672		$1.18		- 0

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904						0.11		7,359		- 0		- 0				$0.07		4,683		$0.07		- 0

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451						0.29		10,281		- 0		- 0				$0.14		4,963		$0.14		- 0

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587						5.00		97,933		- 0		- 0				$4.50		88,140		$4.50		- 0

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948						12.90		89,629		- 0		- 0				$5.50		38,214		$5.50		- 0

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515						36.00		126,552		- 0		- 0				$6.50		22,850		$6.50		- 0

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101						63.00		132,359		- 0		- 0				$6.50		13,656		$6.50		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136						36.00		40,894		- 0		- 0				$5.50		6,248		$5.50		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						63.00		868		- 0		- 0				$6.50		90		$6.50		- 0

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		3,972,358		23,173,217				24,226,440		24,953,233		25,701,830		13,236,442		63,891,505		35,000						$   13,594,408				$   14,110						$   10,782,638				$   11,760

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		1,479,298						- 0		0.75		1,109,474				$0.00		- 0		0.50		739,649

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006		13,705,006						- 0		0.15		2,055,751				$0.60		8,223,004		- 0		- 0

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653		62,653						- 0		0.25		15,663				$0.60		37,592		- 0		- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		- 0				0.75		64,087		- 0		- 0				$0.60		51,269		- 0		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		1,212,310		5,024,472				5,252,834		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,869,957		13,853,108								$   64,087				$   3,180,888						$   8,311,865				$   739,649

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						2.50		1,192								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						4.50		2,146								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413						4.50		28,859								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85						30.00		2,564								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						37.75		43,506								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916						8.50		16,288								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910						46.20		42,035								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								$35.00		$0		$35.00		- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22						88.20		1,945								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0												- 0						107.40		- 0								$35.00		$0		$35.00		- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11						46.20		510								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								$35.00		$0		$35.00		- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541						0.18		375,397								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015						0.18		6,957								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		see column L				0.18		7,738								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44						36.00		1,588								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816						5.00		19,079								$0.75		$2,862		$0.75		1,085

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269						3.85		58,786								$0.75		$11,452		$0.75		4,342

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861						3.10		86,368								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321						2.50		78,302								$0.75		$23,491		$0.75		8,907

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480						1.55		87,544								$0.75		$42,360		$0.75		16,062

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064						0.90		42,358								$0.75		$35,298		$0.75		13,384

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						30.00		34,574								$0.75		$864		$0.75		328

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339						1.75		81,093								$0.75		$34,754		$0.75		13,178

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52						30.00		1,572								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731						1.00		731								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185						30.00		5,542								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

																																$   1,027,072				$   - 0						$   151,081				$   57,287

																														SUPPLIER				NHSLC						SUPPLIER				NHSLC

																														COSTS		$   31,472,180		COSTS		$   3,251,248				COSTS		$   33,196,201		COSTS		$   854,746

																																														$   (2,760,000)		(a)

																																								5%				-159%		$   (1,905,254)

																														Grand Total		$   34,723,428								Grand Total		$   31,290,947		-10%

																														Cost/Case		$   2.51								Cost/Case		$   2.26

		ADDITIONAL NOTES:

		(a)  Revenue sharing proposal provides for the following offsets:  (Over the initial 30 month term) totals $2,760,000 as summarized below.

		$1,260,000 Hire NHSLC warehouse employees

		$   600,000 Rent Concord Warehouse

		$   900,000 Technical Integration, Reporting, Invoicing





DISTRIBUTECH (2)

		

		DISTRIBUTECH																						TWO WAREHOUSE																DISTRIBUTECH

		Summary of RFP Proposal - 1st 30 months																						APPENDIX-D		APPENDIX-D1														SUPPLIER COSTS - APP D				NHSLC COSTS - APP D1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Total Est.				CONTRACT RATES										Proposed		Total		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Volume				Jan 1, 2013 - October 31, 2013										Contract		Estimated		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		(1st 30 Months)				SUPPLIER COSTS				NHSLC COSTS						Rates		Cost		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		4,752,115		40,000				1.40		6,652,962		1.40		56,000				$1.15		5,464,933		$1.15		46,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,249,894						1.20		1,499,873				- 0				$1.00		1,249,894		$1.00		- 0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		2,583,235						1.05		2,712,397				- 0				$0.90		2,324,912		$0.90		- 0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,023,147						0.95		1,921,989				- 0				$0.80		1,618,517		$0.80		- 0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910						7.60		37,319				- 0				$6.35		31,181		$6.35		- 0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		5,936						6.00		35,617				- 0				$1.15		6,827		$1.15		- 0

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		50				5.00		22,677		5.00		250				$1.00		4,535		$1.00		50

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						15.00		207				- 0				$12.00		165		$12.00		- 0

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392						1.00		392				- 0				$0.50		196		$0.50		- 0

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		1,195,627		5,048,978				5,278,454		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		10,624,179		40,050						$   12,883,432				$   56,250						$   10,701,160				$   46,050

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		40,719,729		12,000				0.11		4,479,170		0.11		1,320				$0.09		3,664,776		$0.09		1,080

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		7,262,609		11,000				0.29		2,106,157		0.29		3,190				$0.24		1,743,026		$0.24		2,640

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,640,713		12,000				0.80		2,112,570		0.80		9,600				$0.67		1,769,278		$0.67		8,040

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,549,210						1.40		2,168,895		- 0		- 0				$1.18		1,828,068		$1.18		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688						0.80		446,950		- 0		- 0				$0.24		134,085		$0.24		- 0

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603						1.40		101,645		- 0		- 0				$1.18		85,672		$1.18		- 0

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904						0.11		7,359		- 0		- 0				$0.07		4,683		$0.07		- 0

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451						0.29		10,281		- 0		- 0				$0.14		4,963		$0.14		- 0

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587						5.00		97,933		- 0		- 0				$4.50		88,140		$4.50		- 0

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948						12.90		89,629		- 0		- 0				$5.50		38,214		$5.50		- 0

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515						36.00		126,552		- 0		- 0				$6.50		22,850		$6.50		- 0

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101						63.00		132,359		- 0		- 0				$6.50		13,656		$6.50		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136						36.00		40,894		- 0		- 0				$5.50		6,248		$5.50		- 0

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14						63.00		868		- 0		- 0				$6.50		90		$6.50		- 0

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		3,972,358		23,173,217				24,226,440		24,953,233		25,701,830		13,236,442		52,939,209		35,000						$   11,921,262				$   14,110						$   9,403,748				$   11,760

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		1,479,298						- 0		0.75		1,109,474						- 0		$0.50		739,649

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		10,374,689		13,705,006						- 0		0.15		2,055,751				$1.00		10,374,689				- 0

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		50,477		62,653						- 0		0.25		15,663				$1.00		50,477				- 0

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		- 0				0.75		64,087		- 0		- 0				$1.00		85,449				- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		1,212,310		5,024,472				5,252,834		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,869,957		10,510,615								$   64,087				$   3,180,888						$   10,510,615				$   739,649

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						2.50		1,192								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477						4.50		2,146								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132						1.00		132								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413						4.50		28,859								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85						30.00		2,564								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						37.75		43,506								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916						8.50		16,288								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		868						46.20		40,124								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								$35.00		$0		$35.00		- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22						88.20		1,945								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0												- 0						107.40		- 0								$35.00		$0		$35.00		- 0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		8						46.20		382								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0												- 0						69.25		- 0								$35.00		$0		$35.00		- 0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		1,719,582						0.18		309,525								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015						0.18		6,957								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		see column L				0.18		7,738								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44						36.00		1,588								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816						5.00		19,079								$0.75		$2,862		$0.75		1,085

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269						3.85		58,786								$0.75		$11,452		$0.75		4,342

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		25,214						3.10		78,163								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		28,200						2.50		70,500								$0.75		$21,150		$0.75		8,907

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		50,626						1.55		78,471								$0.75		$37,970		$0.75		16,062

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		44,307						0.90		39,876								$0.75		$33,230		$0.75		13,384

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152						30.00		34,574								$0.75		$864		$0.75		328

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		40,458						1.75		70,802								$0.75		$30,344		$0.75		13,178

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52						30.00		1,572								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731						1.00		731								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185						30.00		5,542								$0.00		$0		$0.00		- 0

																																$   921,307				$   - 0						$   137,872				$   57,287

																														SUPPLIER				NHSLC						SUPPLIER				NHSLC

																														COSTS		$   25,790,088		COSTS		$   3,251,248				COSTS		$   30,753,395		COSTS		$   854,746

																																														$   - 0		(a)

																																								19%				-74%		$   854,746

																														Grand Total		$   29,041,336								Grand Total		$   31,608,141		9%

																														Cost/Case		$   2.76								Cost/Case		$   3.01

		ADDITIONAL NOTES:







From: Mike G
To: George P. Tsiopras; Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Distributech Answers to Questions Regarding Rate Calculation Template
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 9:24:25 PM

Oops, the old email address that I had for George was bounced by the "postmaster".
Please see the answers to your 2 questions regarding the rate calculation template.

Thanks
Mike

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Mike G <mike@webwei.com>
Date: Fri, Jul 6, 2012 at 2:16 PM
Subject: Distributech Answers to Questions Regarding Rate Calculation Template
To: SLC -Craig Bulkley <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us>
Cc: SLC -George Tsiopras <gtsiopras@liquor.state.nh.us>

Craig and George,

 

Your Question / Request: 1       Within the Outbound Order Processing section for automatic orders,
you are proposing a rate of 60 cents per case to suppliers, and no cost to the NHSLC.  
Please confirm and explain as current practice charges only the NHSLC for these transactions.

 

(1a) With the exception of the $0.50/bottle fee to create mixed cases,  the supplier of record will pay for
all fees.

 

(1b) In the NHSLC's template, you indicate that 40,000 cases out of the 13.9 million cases would be
"NHSLC-owned" or supplied by the NHSLC itself. 

Those are the only cases for which you are a "supplier" and will be assessed any handling fees

  

(1c) Regarding why we shift outbound charges to the suppliers when  "current practice charges only
the NHSLC for these transactions":    

Why should suppliers pay instead of the NHSLC? In a "bailment" system the bailment suppliers are
inherently involved in a perpetual loop of throughput that always includes inventory build-outs, inventory
depletion and replenishment.  Distributech provides the NHSLC's suppliers with a perpetual inventory
handling and tracking service that adds value to the suppliers so they can optimize their inventories.
 Built-in and bundled together are all of physical and technical responsibilities for the suppliers. 

The term "outbound order processing" alongside the myriad of accessorial fees has lead NH into a
fragmented warehouse system. Distributech will build an integrated "inventory management service".  
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At the bottom of the One Warehouse template, we provided our Alternate Price Proposal that
consolidates a huge "a la carte" menu of services into just 3 basic fees -- $1/case In, $1/case Out, with
a penny per day storage. 

 

Distributech simplifies billings, shifts costs away from the NHSLC and then appropriately assesses all
the costs of bailment warehousing to the suppliers. 

 

(1d) Your template was an excellent exercise. We were able to prove that our alternative price proposal
is competitive and simpler than the current billing method.  However, there are three (3) significant
improvements with our proposed method: (1) The risks of future added costs are primarily shifted away
from the NHSLC; (2)  we eliminate the NHSLC's direct costs for bailment; (2) suppliers' costs are now
stabilized, competitive,  simple and forecast-able; (3)  Distributech will save the NHSLC almost $1
million per year in costs that directly benefit the Commission's own operations.  (see more about this in
the answer to your question 2) .

 

Your Question / Request: 2 "Please elaborate further on each of the components of your revenue
sharing proposal."

(2a)  Instead of simply applying $900,000+ per year in fee reductions to suppliers, Distributech will
allocate funds to support three warehouse-critical areas.  Two of these areas are currently paid for by
the NHSLC directly. Distributech will budget $600,000 to rent the Storrs Street facility and purchase
most of its available manpower to supplement our operations. In addition, we will allocate $300K per
year create/support a data bridge between the warehouse and the NHSLC  for sharing, managing,
publishing and auditing all warehouse inventory activities for suppliers, brokers and warehouse
customers within the NHSLC's umbrella.

(2b) The NHSLC can still continue to use the Storrs Street facility to receive and store its own back-
stock and buy-ins from profitable special purchases;

 

(2c) Distributech's $400K per year for Dave Harrison and the other SEA employees will still allow them
to retain their official roles and benefits within the Storrs Street warehouse; while Distributech uses
them within both warehouses;

 

(2d) By coordinating the Storrs Street facility with the close-by Distributech facility, the NHSLC can
explore a separate bailment source of revenue. Instead of continuing to attempt to stuff 145K cases of
the fastest moving liquor products into a relatively small 50,000 sq foot facility,  the same or more
NHSLC revenue could be derived through  storage fees on the existing 65,000 cases of 180-day-old
and greater stock within the current system.

By applying pre-2012 bailment rates to these slower-paced 65K cases on hand, the storage fees would
gross the NHSLC more than $1.2 million in storage charges annually. Even if the NHSLC discounts
those rates, the gross revenue on less than half the space capacity of Storrs Street will be
significant. Additionally, even more profits can be derived by NHSLC when it places some
sales focus upon supplier discounted and NHSLC  marked-down "sell-offs" and "close-outs" of this
aging or discontinued stock. 



 

(2e) Distributech also benefits by having Storrs Street as a quality disaster recovery site that is very
local to its own primary distribution facility (In the event of a large-scale disaster we also have
authorization to use larger space available on Hall Street at the Amoskeag Beverage facility). Whether
we share the Storrs Street space, use it periodically, seasonally or under emergency circumstances its
6 enclosed docks and portions of its space are useful. 

 

-----------------------------------------------

We have many ideas as to how our proposal makes sense for both the NHSLC and Distributech, given
our location close to Storrs Street. 

We look forward to working together to optimize the system and profits to the NHSLC.

Please let me know when you have more requests or questions.

Mike Goclowski

 

 

 



From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: SLC -George Tsiopras
Subject: Distributech Answers to Questions Regarding Rate Calculation Template
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 2:17:14 PM

Craig and George,

 

Your Question / Request: 1       Within the Outbound Order Processing section for automatic orders,
you are proposing a rate of 60 cents per case to suppliers, and no cost to the NHSLC.  
Please confirm and explain as current practice charges only the NHSLC for these transactions.

 

(1a) With the exception of the $0.50/bottle fee to create mixed cases,  the supplier of record will pay for
all fees.

 

(1b) In the NHSLC's template, you indicate that 40,000 cases out of the 13.9 million cases would be
"NHSLC-owned" or supplied by the NHSLC itself. 

Those are the only cases for which you are a "supplier" and will be assessed any handling fees

  

(1c) Regarding why we shift outbound charges to the suppliers when  "current practice charges only
the NHSLC for these transactions":    

Why should suppliers pay instead of the NHSLC? In a "bailment" system the bailment suppliers are
inherently involved in a perpetual loop of throughput that always includes inventory build-outs, inventory
depletion and replenishment.  Distributech provides the NHSLC's suppliers with a perpetual inventory
handling and tracking service that adds value to the suppliers so they can optimize their inventories.
 Built-in and bundled together are all of physical and technical responsibilities for the suppliers. 

The term "outbound order processing" alongside the myriad of accessorial fees has lead NH into a
fragmented warehouse system. Distributech will build an integrated "inventory management service".  

At the bottom of the One Warehouse template, we provided our Alternate Price Proposal that
consolidates a huge "a la carte" menu of services into just 3 basic fees -- $1/case In, $1/case Out, with
a penny per day storage. 

 

Distributech simplifies billings, shifts costs away from the NHSLC and then appropriately assesses all
the costs of bailment warehousing to the suppliers. 

 

(1d) Your template was an excellent exercise. We were able to prove that our alternative price proposal
is competitive and simpler than the current billing method.  However, there are three (3) significant
improvements with our proposed method: (1) The risks of future added costs are primarily shifted away
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from the NHSLC; (2)  we eliminate the NHSLC's direct costs for bailment; (2) suppliers' costs are now
stabilized, competitive,  simple and forecast-able; (3)  Distributech will save the NHSLC almost $1
million per year in costs that directly benefit the Commission's own operations.  (see more about this in
the answer to your question 2) .

 

Your Question / Request: 2 "Please elaborate further on each of the components of your revenue
sharing proposal."

(2a)  Instead of simply applying $900,000+ per year in fee reductions to suppliers, Distributech will
allocate funds to support three warehouse-critical areas.  Two of these areas are currently paid for by
the NHSLC directly. Distributech will budget $600,000 to rent the Storrs Street facility and purchase
most of its available manpower to supplement our operations. In addition, we will allocate $300K per
year create/support a data bridge between the warehouse and the NHSLC  for sharing, managing,
publishing and auditing all warehouse inventory activities for suppliers, brokers and warehouse
customers within the NHSLC's umbrella.

(2b) The NHSLC can still continue to use the Storrs Street facility to receive and store its own back-
stock and buy-ins from profitable special purchases;

 

(2c) Distributech's $400K per year for Dave Harrison and the other SEA employees will still allow them
to retain their official roles and benefits within the Storrs Street warehouse; while Distributech uses
them within both warehouses;

 

(2d) By coordinating the Storrs Street facility with the close-by Distributech facility, the NHSLC can
explore a separate bailment source of revenue. Instead of continuing to attempt to stuff 145K cases of
the fastest moving liquor products into a relatively small 50,000 sq foot facility,  the same or more
NHSLC revenue could be derived through  storage fees on the existing 65,000 cases of 180-day-old
and greater stock within the current system.

By applying pre-2012 bailment rates to these slower-paced 65K cases on hand, the storage fees would
gross the NHSLC more than $1.2 million in storage charges annually. Even if the NHSLC discounts
those rates, the gross revenue on less than half the space capacity of Storrs Street will be
significant. Additionally, even more profits can be derived by NHSLC when it places some
sales focus upon supplier discounted and NHSLC  marked-down "sell-offs" and "close-outs" of this
aging or discontinued stock. 

 

(2e) Distributech also benefits by having Storrs Street as a quality disaster recovery site that is very
local to its own primary distribution facility (In the event of a large-scale disaster we also have
authorization to use larger space available on Hall Street at the Amoskeag Beverage facility). Whether
we share the Storrs Street space, use it periodically, seasonally or under emergency circumstances its
6 enclosed docks and portions of its space are useful. 

 

-----------------------------------------------

We have many ideas as to how our proposal makes sense for both the NHSLC and Distributech, given



our location close to Storrs Street. 

We look forward to working together to optimize the system and profits to the NHSLC.

Please let me know when you have more requests or questions.

Mike Goclowski

 

 

 



From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: George P. Tsiopras; Goclowski, Mike
Subject: Re: Distributech Proposal Presentation
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 10:00:22 AM

Thank you Craig,

We appreciate the opportunity to be part of this next step.

Please book that date and time slot. I will alert the members of our team.

Mike

On Jul 6, 2012 9:07 AM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:

Mike:

 

We are scheduling time during the week of July 23rd for an opportunity for your
team to present any additional information to the Evaluation Committee.  Please
be prepared to discuss the specifics of your proposal as well as to discuss the
most recent rate template information.  The committee may have additional
questions at this time.

 

We would like your Distributech team to join us on Monday, July 23rd  from 9:00 –
11:00 AM (EDT) at our headquarters at 50 Storrs Street, Concord.  Please
acknowledge and confirm your attendance, and please copy George Tsiopras
when you email me.  Thank you.

 

 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 

Craig W. Bulkley

Director

Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897

Cell: (603) 490-1559
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Distributech Proposal Presentation
Date: Friday, July 06, 2012 9:07:59 AM

Mike:
 

We are scheduling time during the week of July 23rd for an opportunity for your team to present
any additional information to the Evaluation Committee.  Please be prepared to discuss the
specifics of your proposal as well as to discuss the most recent rate template information.  The
committee may have additional questions at this time.
 

We would like your Distributech team to join us on Monday, July 23rd  from 9:00 – 11:00 AM (EDT)
at our headquarters at 50 Storrs Street, Concord.  Please acknowledge and confirm your
attendance, and please copy George Tsiopras when you email me.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Questions to Distributech Regarding Rate Calculation Template
Date: Thursday, July 05, 2012 2:58:51 PM

Mike:
 
Thank you for your final submission of the rate calculation template.  Below are several questions
regarding your template numbers:
 

1.       Within the Outbound Order Processing section for automatic orders, you are proposing a
rate of 60 cents per case to suppliers, and no cost to the NHSLC.  Please confirm and explain
as current practice charges only the NHSLC for these transactions.

2.       Please elaborate further on each of the tree components of your revenue sharing
proposal. 

 
 
Please provide your response to me with a cc to George Tsiopras no later than Monday, 7/9 at
4:00 PM.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Cc: George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Questions Regarding Rate Calculation Template
Date: Thursday, July 05, 2012 2:58:51 PM

Mike:
 
Thank you for your final submission of the rate calculation template.  Below are several questions
regarding your template numbers:
 

1.       Within the Outbound Order Processing section for automatic orders, you are proposing a
rate of 60 cents per case to suppliers, and no cost to the NHSLC.  Please confirm and explain
as current practice charges only the NHSLC for these transactions.

2.       Please elaborate further on each of the tree components of your revenue sharing
proposal. 

 
 
Please provide your response to me with a cc to George Tsiopras no later than Monday, 7/9 at
4:00 PM.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Distributech -Price Template RFP2012-14 Attached
Date: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 12:03:16 PM
Attachments: DistributechRFP2012-14 Rate Calculation Template2.xls

Hi Craig,

Please let me know if you have any issues opening, reading or printing your
committee's pricing template.
(Attached and filled out with notes)

Thank you.
Mike

mailto:mike@webwei.com
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One Warehouse

		This prints best in landscape mode on Legal Sheets																						SUPPLIER		APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

		ONE WAREHOUSE						…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost 30 MOs		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost 30 Mos

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246		$1.15		$7,041,733		40,000		$1.15		$46,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321		$1.00		$1,599,321				$1.00

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562		$0.90		$2,884,106				$0.90

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765		$0.80		$2,381,412				$0.80

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910		$6.35		$31,181				$6.35

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929		$1.15		$7,968				$1.15

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		$1.00		$4,535		50		$1.00		$50

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14		$12.00		$165				$12.00

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392		$0.50		$196				$0.50

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		1,195,627		5,048,978				5,278,454		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		13,920,674				$13,950,618						$46,050

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604		$0.09		$4,540,554		12,000		$0.09		$0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185		$0.24		$1,947,885		11,000		$0.24		$0

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996		$0.67		$1,947,688		12,000		$0.67		$0

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772		$1.18		$1,947,911				$1.18

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688		$0.24		$134,085				$0.24

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603		$1.18		$85,672				$1.18

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904		$0.07		$4,683				$0.07

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451		$0.14		$4,963				$0.14

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587		$4.50		$88,140				$4.50

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948		$5.50		$38,214				$5.50

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515		$6.50		$22,850				$6.50

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101		$6.50		$13,656				$6.50

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136		$5.50		$6,248				$5.50

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14		$6.50		$90				$6.50

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		3,972,358		23,173,217				24,226,440		24,953,233		25,701,830		13,236,442		63,891,505				$10,782,638						$0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298		$0.50		$0		1,479,298		$0.50		$739,649

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006		$0.60		$8,223,004		13,705,006		$0.00

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653		$0.60		$37,592		62,653		$0.00

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		$0.60		$51,269		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		1,212,310		5,024,472				5,252,834		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,869,957		13,853,108				$8,311,865						$739,649

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0														$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0														$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0														$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:																								$0.00						$0.00

												Distributech Summary:				One Warehouse --with Requested Pricing Format										Cost to Suppliers						Cost to NHSLC

																										Suppliers 30-Months:		$33,045,120				NHSLC 30-Months		$785,699

				COST SUMMARY																						AVG Annual $		$13,218,048				AVG Annual $		$314,280

				REQUIRED PRICE FORMAT																						AVG $/Case Shipped		$2.39

																												Total System Cost:		$33,830,819

																												Total System -->AVG $/Case Shipped		$2.44

												Distributech Summary:				One Warehouse --with Proposed Alternative Format												Cost to Suppliers						Cost to NHSLC

				COST SUMMARY												Total Volume - Total Costs		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)

				ALTERNATIVE PRICE FORMAT												Inbound/Tracking/Order Processing		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		13,920,674

																X $1.00		$5,436,808		$5,599,912		$2,883,955				$1.00		$13,920,674		40,000		$1.00		$40,000

																Inventory (Storage) $0.01 /CS per day		820,000		835,000		845,000

												actually is 260 business days or $0.0071						$2,132,000		$2,171,000		$1,098,500						$5,401,500

																Management/Reporting/Shipping		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,839,275		13,705,006

																X $1.00		$5,410,419		$5,572,732		$2,869,957				$1.00		$13,853,108

																Single Bottle Pick: $0.50 per bottle		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298								$0.50		$739,649

																REVENUE SHARING / RELATED OFFSETS:

																Time-Slice Distributech ->Hire NHSLC Warehouse Employees		$420,000		$420,000		$420,000		$1,260,000

																Concord Warehouse Rent -> Distributech Disaster Recovery		$200,000		$200,000		$200,000		$600,000

										Technical Integration, Reporting, Invoicing  between the Warehouse and the NHSLC								$300,000		$300,000		$300,000		$900,000

																						Distributech Payments to NHSLC		$2,760,000										-$2,760,000

																										Suppliers 30-Months:		$33,175,282				NHSLC  30-Months		-$1,980,351

																										AVG Annual $		$13,270,113				AVG Annual $		-$792,140

																										AVG $/Case Shipped		$2.39

																												Total System Cost:		$31,194,931

																												Total System -->AVG $/Case Shipped		$2.25

										NOTE 1: FUTURE PRICE CHANGES						Distributech proposes that for each of the seven 30-month price periods, any adjustment to pricing will be based upon the Northeast CPI  index area since the prior base period.

										NOTE 2: NHSLC REVENUE SHARING						Distributech has budgeted payments (or credits) to NHSLC $920,000 per year for (1) the use or partial use of NHSLC warehouse employees and the Concord warehouse; and (2) bridging the NHSLC's internal costs or outsourcing  the integration and management of the NHSLC's reporting systems to suppliers on warehouse inventories and activities onto NHSLC systems.
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Two Warehouses

																								APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

		TWO WAREHOUSES						5/2011-4/2012						Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:												11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		1,723,575				1,801,911		1,855,969		1,911,648		984,499		4,752,115		$1.15		$5,464,933		40,000		$1.15		$46,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		453,332				473,936		488,154		502,799		258,941		1,249,894		$1.00		$1,249,894				$1.00		$0

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		936,930				979,513		1,008,899		1,039,166		535,170		2,583,235		$0.90		$2,324,912				$0.90		$0

		670+ cases per code						733,788		733,788				767,139		790,153		813,857		419,137		2,023,147		$0.80		$1,618,517				$0.80		$0

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910		$6.35		$31,181				$6.35		$0

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		2,153				2,251		2,318		2,388		1,230		5,936		$1.15		$6,827				$1.15		$0

		Case Returns						1,645		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535		$1.00		$4,535		50		$1.00		$50

		Pallet Returns						5		5				5		5		6		3		14		$12.00		$165				$12.00		$0

		Bottle Returns						142		142				148		153		157		81		392		$0.50		$196				$0.50		$0

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		3,853,351				4,028,486		4,149,340		4,273,821		2,201,018		10,624,179				$10,701,160						$46,050

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		14,768,898				15,440,144		15,903,349		16,380,449		8,435,931		40,719,729		$0.09		$3,664,776		12,000		$0.09		$0

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		2,634,122				2,753,843		2,836,458		2,921,552		1,504,599		7,262,609		$0.24		$1,743,026		11,000		$0.24		$0

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		957,777				1,001,308		1,031,347		1,062,288		547,078		2,640,713		$0.67		$1,769,278		12,000		$0.67		$0

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		561,893				587,431		605,054		623,206		320,951		1,549,210		$1.18		$1,828,068				$1.18		$0

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688		$0.24		$134,085				$0.24		$0

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603		$1.18		$85,672				$1.18		$0

		Allocated products <84						24,266		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904		$0.07		$4,683				$0.07		$0

		Allocated products>85						12,858		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451		$0.14		$4,963				$0.14		$0

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587		$4.50		$88,140				$4.50		$0

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948		$5.50		$38,214				$5.50		$0

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515		$6.50		$22,850				$6.50		$0

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		762				797		821		845		435		2,101		$6.50		$13,656				$6.50		$0

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		412				431		444		457		235		1,136		$5.50		$6,248				$5.50		$0

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		5				5		5		6		3		14		$6.50		$90				$6.50		$0

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		19,200,859				20,073,538		20,675,744		21,296,017		10,967,449		52,939,209				$9,403,748						$0

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298						1,479,298		$0.50		$739,649.0

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		3,762,862				3,933,884		4,051,901		4,173,458		2,149,331		10,374,689		$1.00		$10,374,689		13,705,006

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		18,308				19,140		19,714		20,306		10,457		50,477		$1.00		$50,477		62,653

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992		30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449		$1.00		$85,449		- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		3,812,162				3,985,425		4,104,988		4,228,137		2,177,491		10,510,615				$10,510,615						$739,649.0

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		31				32		33		34		18		85		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		695				727		748		771		397		1,916		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		315				329		339		349		180		868		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0														$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		8				8		9		9		5		22		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0														$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				OFFICE - REG				3		3				3		3		3		2		8		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				OFFICE - OT				0		0														$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		623,686				652,033		671,594		691,741		356,247		1,719,582		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Bottle Charge				13,788		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		16				17		17		18		9		44		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		9,145				9,561		9,847		10,143		5,224		25,214		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		10,228				10,693		11,014		11,344		5,842		28,200		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		18,362				19,197		19,772		20,366		10,488		50,626		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Cases (300+)				16,070		16,070				16,800		17,304		17,824		9,179		44,307		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		14,674				15,341		15,801		16,275		8,382		40,458		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		19				20		20		21		11		52		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		265				277		285		294		151		731		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		67				70		72		74		38		185		$0.00		$0.00				$0.00		$0.00

										Distributech Summary:				TWO Warehouses --with Requested Pricing Format										Cost to Suppliers						Cost to NHSLC

																								Suppliers 30-Months:		$30,615,523				NHSLC 30-Months		$785,699

		COST SUMMARY								Our proposal had not accomodated a continuation of "business as usual" under														AVG Annual $		$12,246,209				AVG Annual $		$314,280

		REQUIRED PRICE FORMAT								the current 2 Warehouse System. For this exercise, we are submitting some proforma														AVG $/Case Shipped		$2.91

										figures to provide the NHSLC with comparative cost estimates

																										Total System Cost:		$31,401,222

																										Total System -->AVG $/Case Shipped		$2.99

										Distributech Summary:				TWO Warehouses --with Proposed Alternative Format												Cost to Suppliers						Cost to NHSLC

		COST SUMMARY												Total Volume - Total Costs		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)

		PROPOSED PRICE FORMAT												Inbound/Tracking/Order Processing		4,149,340		4,273,821		2,201,018		10,624,179

														X $1.00		$4,149,340		$4,273,821		$2,201,018				$1.00		$10,624,179		40,000		$1.00		$40,000

														Inventory (Storage) $0.01 /CS per day		670,000		685,000		700,000

										actually is 260 business days or $0.0071						$3,727,880		$3,811,340		$1,947,400						$9,486,620

														Management/Reporting/Shipping		4,104,988		4,228,137		2,177,491		10,510,615

														X $1.00		$4,104,988		$4,228,137		$2,177,491				$1.00		$10,510,615

														Single Bottle Pick: $0.50 per bottle		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298								$0.50		$739,649

														REVENUE SHARING / RELATED OFFSETS:		With 2 Warehouses and Concord operating as it does currently 2012, Distributech cannot share revenue

																								Suppliers 30-Months:		$30,621,414				NHSLC  30-Months		$779,649

																								AVG Annual $		$12,248,566				AVG Annual $		$311,860

																								AVG $/Case Shipped		$2.91

		SEE THE 4 NOTES FOR ONE WAREHOUSE																								Total System Cost:		$31,401,063

		On the next page																								Total System -->AVG $/Case Shipped		$2.99

		NOTES -One Warehouse						NOTE 1: FUTURE PRICING						Distributech proposes that for each of the seven 30-month price periods, any adjustment to pricing will be based upon the Northeast CPI  index area since the prior base period.

								NOTE 2: TWO WAREHOUSES						Our proposal had not accomodated a continuation of "business as usual" under the current 2 Warehouse System. The key change to our fee is found in an increased storage rate --so that we can cover our minimum cost of business. If 2 overlapping warehouses exist, Distributech reduces some of its labor costs and similar fraction of its material handling equipment costs. However, the primary business costs of the facility, automation and technology remain the same.

								NOTE 3: STORRS STREET MAXIMIZED SAVINGS AND REVENUES						If the NHSLC continues with a  high-use operation of its Concord warehouse, a hybrid situation of 2 warehouses will ultimately serve the "Total NH System" best. For example, the NHSLC could (1) seek to derive lower internal costs by storing -"NHSLC Buy-in Inventories" at Storrs Street;  (2) create easy revenue by accepting in-bound transfers of Comatose / Semi-Comatose inventories from Distributech, and then charging suppliers the current system's high 180+ day storage fees [approx, $1.5M annually]; and (3) the NHSLC could capture more $$ by controlling future "Close-Outs" and "Sell-Offs"  of the older inventories from the Storrs Street facility. [Distributech would not charge any outbound fees for old stock transferred to Storrs Street].

								NOTE 4: TWO WAREHOUSES BUT ONE STATE-WIDE DISTRIBUTION POINT						Distributech's primary focus is upon the Distributech Proforma that we submitted previously and it can be modified or shaped to accommodate the most efficient local 2-warehouse system. However, a centralized single distribution point (not two) will be provide the best consolidation of costs and largest long-term system capacity and savings. [The NHSLC has a beneficial interest in focusing upon its sales channel and off-loading the warehousing/distribution channel onto a single specialized vendor operation].







From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Subject: Distributech - Revised Template & Answers to Exercise Questions
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 4:58:16 PM
Attachments: RFP2012-14 Rate Calculation Template - revised.xls

Dear Vendor:
 
For the purposes of this exercise, below are the answers to questions posed by the vendors as a
result of reviewing our original email with our template.
 
See attached template with revised volumes highlighted in yellow.  Be careful to note that even
though there are subtotals, in certain categories there may be a mix of cases and pallets (e.g. there
are not 19 million cases in storage; this sub-total is blended between cases and pallets).
 
Quantities shown under each category are reflective of the estimated product shipped, stored, or
otherwise handled as noted.  For example, under Storage, 1-84 days, 14 million plus cases were
received and stored for between 1 and 84 days.
 
Feel free to enter any formulas required to provide total estimated cost (e.g. Estimated Volume X
Proposed Contract Rates = Total Estimated Cost.
 
Outbound activities include preparing orders which include picking, packing and loading.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:mike@braincircuit.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us

One Warehouse

																								SUPPLIER		APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246						40,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		0		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535						50

		Pallet Returns						5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		1,195,627		5,048,978				5,278,454		5,436,808		5,599,912		2,883,955		13,920,674

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604						12,000

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185						11,000

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996						12,000

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		0		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		0		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		0		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		0		762				797		821		845		435		2,101

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		0		412				431		444		457		235		1,136

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		0		5				5		5		6		3		14

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		3,972,358		23,173,217				24,226,440		24,953,233		25,701,830		13,236,442		63,891,505

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298						1,479,298

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006						13,705,006

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653						62,653

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449						- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		1,212,310		5,024,472				5,252,834		5,410,419		5,572,732		2,869,957		13,853,108

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185
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Two Warehouses

																								APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								5/2011-4/2012						Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:												11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		1,723,575				1,801,911		1,855,969		1,911,648		984,499		4,752,115						40,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		453,332				473,936		488,154		502,799		258,941		1,249,894

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		936,930				979,513		1,008,899		1,039,166		535,170		2,583,235

		670+ cases per code						733,788		733,788				767,139		790,153		813,857		419,137		2,023,147

		Pallet Packs				1,781		1,781		1,781				1,862		1,918		1,975		1,017		4,910

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		2,153				2,251		2,318		2,388		1,230		5,936

		Case Returns						1,645		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535						50

		Pallet Returns						5		5				5		5		6		3		14

		Bottle Returns						142		142				148		153		157		81		392

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,853,351		3,853,351				4,028,486		4,149,340		4,273,821		2,201,018		10,624,179

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		14,768,898				15,440,144		15,903,349		16,380,449		8,435,931		40,719,729						12,000

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		2,634,122				2,753,843		2,836,458		2,921,552		1,504,599		7,262,609						11,000

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		957,777				1,001,308		1,031,347		1,062,288		547,078		2,640,713						12,000

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		561,893				587,431		605,054		623,206		320,951		1,549,210

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603

		Allocated products <84						24,266		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904

		Allocated products>85						12,858		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		7,104		7,104				7,427		7,650		7,879		4,058		19,587

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		2,520		2,520				2,635		2,714		2,795		1,439		6,948

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		1,275		1,275				1,333		1,373		1,414		728		3,515

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		762		762				797		821		845		435		2,101

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		412		412				431		444		457		235		1,136

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		5		5				5		5		6		3		14

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,200,859		19,200,859				20,073,538		20,675,744		21,296,017		10,967,449		52,939,209

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298						1,479,298

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		3,762,862				3,933,884		4,051,901		4,173,458		2,149,331		10,374,689						13,705,006

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		18,308				19,140		19,714		20,306		10,457		50,477						62,653

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992		30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449						- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				3,812,162		3,812,162				3,985,425		4,104,988		4,228,137		2,177,491		10,510,615

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		31				32		33		34		18		85

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		695				727		748		771		397		1,916

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		315				329		339		349		180		868

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		8				8		9		9		5		22

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0

				OFFICE - REG				3		3				3		3		3		2		8

				OFFICE - OT				0		0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		623,686				652,033		671,594		691,741		356,247		1,719,582

				Bottle Charge				13,788		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		16				17		17		18		9		44

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		9,145				9,561		9,847		10,143		5,224		25,214

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		10,228				10,693		11,014		11,344		5,842		28,200

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		18,362				19,197		19,772		20,366		10,488		50,626

				Cases (300+)				16,070		16,070				16,800		17,304		17,824		9,179		44,307

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		14,674				15,341		15,801		16,275		8,382		40,458

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		19				20		20		21		11		52

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		265				277		285		294		151		731

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		67				70		72		74		38		185







From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Subject: Distributech - RFP 2012-14 Rate Calculation Template
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 8:26:03 AM

Dear Vendor:
 
We have found several inaccuracies in the template volumes we sent you on Wednesday, 6/27. 
We have also received several questions regarding the template itself.  We are in the process of
correcting the template and will forward a revised template to you by close of business today. 
 

Due to this situation, we are extending your deadline to noon on Tuesday, July 3, 2012.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

From: Craig W. Bulkley 
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 4:35 PM
To: Goclowski, Mike
Subject: RFP 2012-14 Rate Calculation Template
 
Dear Vendor –
 
Attached please find a template which we must have filled out and returned to us by noon on
Monday July 2, 2012.  The very same email is being sent to all vendors in order to evaluate the
effect of the proposed costs on suppliers and the NHSLC given a consistent volume base.
 
We have included estimates of the most recent total volumes of activity in each of the categories
identified in Appendix D of the RFP.  We have also included estimates of the most recent material
total volumes of activity in each of the categories identified in Appendix D-1.  Because all vendors
are receiving the same estimates do not change any of the volume estimates provided in the
template.    
 

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:mike@braincircuit.com
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In addition we have estimated total volumes for the same categories over the first 30 month term
(from Nov 1, 2013 thru April 30, 2016).  Utilizing these volumes please insert your rates in each
category and calculate the respective costs in each category.  The evaluation committee reserves
the right to repeat this exercise and request lower rates, but at this time use the rates from your
original proposal.
 
For each of the seven subsequent 30 month periods of the contract please provide us with
estimates of any changes in rates as a percentage over your initial rate as well as the justification
or basis for your estimate.  For example, in section 1.10.4 of the RFP we requested that rate
changes be based on the CPI for the previous 12 months, you may indicate you are estimating the
percentage rate change by projecting the CPI.
 
With regard to revenue sharing proposals, please utilize the estimated volumes, and in a separate
document, identify and quantify the revenue sharing calculation to the State for the first 30 month
period.  Please identify any estimated changes in each of the subsequent 30 month periods.
 
Please note the attached spreadsheet has two tabs that need to be completed, unless you have
already taken an exception in your proposal dated on or before June 7, 2012, to the two
warehouse model.
 
If you have any questions or comments, please send me an email.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Distributech - RFP 2012-14 Rate Calculation Template
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012 7:54:10 AM

Good morning Craig,
It does not seem clear what  these subtotal and total "Storage" numbers indicate.
Could you explain (or show a formula)  for example what  the 14+ million cases under
[Cases 1-84 Days) Nashua Whse  signifies? Then we could apply your answer to the
other columns under  the "Storage" category.

Thanks very much.
Mike

On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 at 4:34 PM, Craig W. Bulkley <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us>
wrote:

Dear Vendor –

 

Attached please find a template which we must have filled out and returned to us
by noon on Monday July 2, 2012.  The very same email is being sent to all
vendors in order to evaluate the effect of the proposed costs on suppliers and the
NHSLC given a consistent volume base.

 

We have included estimates of the most recent total volumes of activity in each of
the categories identified in Appendix D of the RFP.  We have also included
estimates of the most recent material total volumes of activity in each of the
categories identified in Appendix D-1.  Because all vendors are receiving the same
estimates do not change any of the volume estimates provided in the template.    

 

In addition we have estimated total volumes for the same categories over the first
30 month term (from Nov 1, 2013 thru April 30, 2016).  Utilizing these volumes
please insert your rates in each category and calculate the respective costs in each
category.  The evaluation committee reserves the right to repeat this exercise and
request lower rates, but at this time use the rates from your original proposal.

 

For each of the seven subsequent 30 month periods of the contract please provide
us with estimates of any changes in rates as a percentage over your initial rate as
well as the justification or basis for your estimate.  For example, in section 1.10.4
of the RFP we requested that rate changes be based on the CPI for the previous
12 months, you may indicate you are estimating the percentage rate change by
projecting the CPI.

mailto:mike@webwei.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us


 

With regard to revenue sharing proposals, please utilize the estimated volumes,
and in a separate document, identify and quantify the revenue sharing calculation
to the State for the first 30 month period.  Please identify any estimated changes
in each of the subsequent 30 month periods.

 

Please note the attached spreadsheet has two tabs that need to be completed,
unless you have already taken an exception in your proposal dated on or before
June 7, 2012, to the two warehouse model.

 

If you have any questions or comments, please send me an email.

 

 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 

Craig W. Bulkley

Director

Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897

Cell: (603) 490-1559

*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us

 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.

tel:%28603%29%20230-7008
tel:%28603%29%20271-3897
tel:%28603%29%20490-1559
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
tel:%28603%29230-7008


From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Subject: To Distributech - RFP 2012-14 Rate Calculation Template
Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 4:34:43 PM
Attachments: RFP2012-14 Rate Calculation Template.xls

Dear Vendor –
 
Attached please find a template which we must have filled out and returned to us by noon on
Monday July 2, 2012.  The very same email is being sent to all vendors in order to evaluate the
effect of the proposed costs on suppliers and the NHSLC given a consistent volume base.
 
We have included estimates of the most recent total volumes of activity in each of the categories
identified in Appendix D of the RFP.  We have also included estimates of the most recent material
total volumes of activity in each of the categories identified in Appendix D-1.  Because all vendors
are receiving the same estimates do not change any of the volume estimates provided in the
template.    
 
In addition we have estimated total volumes for the same categories over the first 30 month term
(from Nov 1, 2013 thru April 30, 2016).  Utilizing these volumes please insert your rates in each
category and calculate the respective costs in each category.  The evaluation committee reserves
the right to repeat this exercise and request lower rates, but at this time use the rates from your
original proposal.
 
For each of the seven subsequent 30 month periods of the contract please provide us with
estimates of any changes in rates as a percentage over your initial rate as well as the justification
or basis for your estimate.  For example, in section 1.10.4 of the RFP we requested that rate
changes be based on the CPI for the previous 12 months, you may indicate you are estimating the
percentage rate change by projecting the CPI.
 
With regard to revenue sharing proposals, please utilize the estimated volumes, and in a separate
document, identify and quantify the revenue sharing calculation to the State for the first 30 month
period.  Please identify any estimated changes in each of the subsequent 30 month periods.
 
Please note the attached spreadsheet has two tabs that need to be completed, unless you have
already taken an exception in your proposal dated on or before June 7, 2012, to the two
warehouse model.
 
If you have any questions or comments, please send me an email.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:mike@braincircuit.com

One Warehouse

																								SUPPLIER		APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								…………………….5/2011-4/2012…………………….								Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		CONCORD WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:														11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		497,304		2,220,879				2,321,818		2,391,472		2,463,217		1,268,557		6,123,246						40,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		126,736		580,068				606,432		624,625		643,364		331,332		1,599,321

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		225,353		1,162,283				1,215,109		1,251,562		1,289,109		663,891		3,204,562

		670+ cases per code						733,788		345,874		1,079,662				1,128,733		1,162,595		1,197,472		616,698		2,976,765

		Pallet Packs				1,781		74,213		0		74,213				77,586		79,914		82,311		42,390		204,615

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		360		2,513				2,627		2,706		2,787		1,435		6,929

		Case Returns						1,645		0		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535						50

		Pallet Returns						138		0		138				144		149		153		79		380

		Bottle Returns						142		0		142				148		153		157		81		392

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,925,916		1,195,627		5,121,543				5,354,317		5,514,947		5,680,395		2,925,403		14,120,745

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268								- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		3,529,353		18,298,251				19,129,907		19,703,804		20,294,918		10,451,883		50,450,604						12,000

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		309,589		2,943,711				3,077,503		3,169,828		3,264,923		1,681,435		8,116,185						11,000

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		96,580		1,054,357				1,102,278		1,135,346		1,169,406		602,244		2,906,996						12,000

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		36,836		598,729				625,941		644,719		664,061		341,991		1,650,772

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		0		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		0		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603

		Allocated products <84						24,266		0		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904

		Allocated products>85						12,858		0		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		293,249		0		293,249				306,577		315,774		325,248		167,503		808,525

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		102,384		0		102,384				107,037		110,248		113,556		58,481		282,286

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		55,778		0		55,778				58,313		60,063		61,864		31,860		153,787

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		33,064		0		33,064				34,567		35,604		36,672		18,886		91,162

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		11,384		0		11,384				11,901		12,258		12,626		6,502		31,387

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		172		0		172				180		185		191		98		474

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,684,812		3,972,358		23,657,170				24,732,388		25,474,360		26,238,591		13,512,874		65,225,825

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		- 0		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298						1,479,298

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		1,207,894		4,970,756				5,196,677		5,352,577		5,513,154		2,839,275		13,705,006						13,705,006

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		4,416		22,724				23,757		24,470		25,204		12,980		62,653						62,653

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992				30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449						- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				4,348,698		1,212,310		5,561,008				5,813,756		5,988,168		6,167,814		3,176,424		15,332,406

																- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT												- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		- 0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		0		173				181		186		192		99		477

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		0		48				50		52		53		27		132

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		0		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		0		31				32		33		34		18		85

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		0		695				727		748		771		397		1,916

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		15		330				345		355		366		188		910

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0		0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		0		8				8		9		9		5		22

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0		0

				OFFICE - REG				3		1		4				4		4		4		2		11

				OFFICE - OT				0		0		0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		132,732		756,418				790,797		814,521		838,957		432,063		2,085,541

				Bottle Charge				13,788		0		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		0		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		0		16				17		17		18		9		44

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		0		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		0		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		960		10,105				10,564		10,881		11,208		5,772		27,861

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		1,132		11,360				11,876		12,233		12,600		6,489		31,321

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		2,123		20,485				21,416		22,059		22,720		11,701		56,480

				Cases (300+)				16,070		1,000		17,070				17,846		18,381		18,933		9,750		47,064

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		0		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		2,133		16,807				17,571		18,098		18,641		9,600		46,339

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		0		19				20		20		21		11		52

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		0		265				277		285		294		151		731

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		0		67				70		72		74		38		185
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Two Warehouses

																								APPENDIX D				NHSLC		APPENDIX D-1

								5/2011-4/2012						Est. Beginning								Total Est.		Proposed		Total		Total Est.		Proposed		Total

								NASHUA WHSE		TOTAL VOLUME				Volume		EST. VOLUME OVER INITIAL 30 MONTH TERM						Volume		Contract		Estimated		Volume		Contract		Estimated

		INBOUND HANDLING SUMMARY:												11/1/13		1st 12 months		2nd 12 months		Last 6 months		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost		(1st 30 Months)		Rates		Cost

		1 - 180 cases per code						1,723,575		1,723,575				1,801,911		1,855,969		1,911,648		984,499		4,752,115						40,000

		181 - 299 cases per code						453,332		453,332				473,936		488,154		502,799		258,941		1,249,894

		300 - 670 cases per code						936,930		936,930				979,513		1,008,899		1,039,166		535,170		2,583,235

		670+ cases per code						733,788		733,788				767,139		790,153		813,857		419,137		2,023,147

		Pallet Packs				1,781		74,213		74,213				77,586		79,914		82,311		42,390		204,615

		Cases uncoded or unsaleable						2,153		2,153				2,251		2,318		2,388		1,230		5,936

		Case Returns						1,645		1,645				1,720		1,771		1,824		940		4,535						50

		Pallet Returns						138		138				144		149		153		79		380

		Bottle Returns						142		142				148		153		157		81		392

				TOTAL INBOUND HANDLING:				3,925,916		3,925,916				4,104,349		4,227,479		4,354,304		2,242,466		10,824,249

				Stock Transfers - Cases				97,530						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers - Pallet packs		11		268						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		STORAGE SUMMARY:

		Cases 1 - 84 Days						14,768,898		14,768,898				15,440,144		15,903,349		16,380,449		8,435,931		40,719,729						12,000

		Cases 85 - 182 Days						2,634,122		2,634,122				2,753,843		2,836,458		2,921,552		1,504,599		7,262,609						11,000

		Cases 183 - 365  Days						957,777		957,777				1,001,308		1,031,347		1,062,288		547,078		2,640,713						12,000

		Cases 365+  Days						561,893		561,893				587,431		605,054		623,206		320,951		1,549,210

		Cases on Hold Status <365						202,634		202,634				211,844		218,199		224,745		115,744		558,688

		Cases on Hold Status >365						26,333		26,333				27,530		28,356		29,206		15,041		72,603

		Allocated products <84						24,266		24,266				25,369		26,130		26,914		13,861		66,904

		Allocated products>85						12,858		12,858				13,442		13,846		14,261		7,344		35,451

		Pallet Packs 1-84				7,104		293,249		293,249				306,577		315,774		325,248		167,503		808,525

		Pallet Packs 85-182				2,520		102,384		102,384				107,037		110,248		113,556		58,481		282,286

		Pallet Packs 183-365				1,275		55,778		55,778				58,313		60,063		61,864		31,860		153,787

		Pallet Packs 365+				762		33,064		33,064				34,567		35,604		36,672		18,886		91,162

		Pallets on Hold Status <365				412		11,384		11,384				11,901		12,258		12,626		6,502		31,387

		Pallets on Hold Status >365				5		172		172				180		185		191		98		474

				TOTAL STORAGE:				19,684,812		19,684,812				20,579,487		21,196,871		21,832,777		11,243,880		54,273,529

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUTBOUND SUMMARY:

		Single Bottle						536,536		536,536				560,922		577,749		595,082		306,467		1,479,298						1,479,298

		Automatic Orders (Cases)						3,762,862		3,762,862				3,933,884		4,051,901		4,173,458		2,149,331		10,374,689						13,705,006

		Non-Automatic Orders (Cases)						18,308		18,308				19,140		19,714		20,306		10,457		50,477						62,653

		Automatic Orders (Cases) - out of state						30,992		30,992				32,401		33,373		34,374		17,702		85,449						- 0

				TOTAL OUTBOUND:				4,348,698		4,348,698				4,546,346		4,682,737		4,823,219		2,483,958		11,989,913

														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Stock Transfers OUT										- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		ACCESSORIAL SUMMARY:

		Advertising Material		HNDLG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				HNDLG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477

				STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				STRG PER CASE - LARGE				173		173				181		186		192		99		477

				REC STRG PER CASE - SMALL				48		48				50		52		53		27		132

				REC STRG PER CASE - LARGE				2,326		2,326				2,432		2,505		2,580		1,329		6,413

				NON-AUTO MIN UPCHARGE				31		31				32		33		34		18		85

		Blankets		HANDLING / BLANKET				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

				STORAGE / BLANKET				695		695				727		748		771		397		1,916

		Extra Labor & Equipment		W/H LABOR - REG				315		315				329		339		349		180		868

				W/H LABOR - OT				0		0

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - REG				8		8				8		9		9		5		22

				W/H MAN & EQUIP - OT				0		0

				OFFICE - REG				3		3				3		3		3		2		8

				OFFICE - OT				0		0

		Physical Inventory		Cases - SUPPLIERS				623,686		623,686				652,033		671,594		691,741		356,247		1,719,582

				Bottle Charge				13,788		13,788				14,415		14,847		15,293		7,876		38,015

				Case Charge - NHSLC				15,592		15,592				16,301		16,790		17,293		8,906		42,989

		Special Reports		PER REPORT/LIST				16		16				17		17		18		9		44

		Destruction		PER CASE (0 to 55)				1,384		1,384				1,447		1,490		1,535		791		3,816

				PER CASE 56+				5,538		5,538				5,790		5,963		6,142		3,163		15,269

		Labeling		Cases (0 to 55)				9,145		9,145				9,561		9,847		10,143		5,224		25,214

				Cases (56 to 99)				10,228		10,228				10,693		11,014		11,344		5,842		28,200

				Cases (100 to 299)				18,362		18,362				19,197		19,772		20,366		10,488		50,626

				Cases (300+)				16,070		16,070				16,800		17,304		17,824		9,179		44,307

				Minimum (upcharge)				418		418				437		450		464		239		1,152

		Relabeling		Cases relabeled				14,674		14,674				15,341		15,801		16,275		8,382		40,458

				Minimum (upcharge)				19		19				20		20		21		11		52

		Duplicate Labels		Duplicate labels				265		265				277		285		294		151		731

		Min Invoice Chg		Min Invoice Upcharges				67		67				70		72		74		38		185







NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Distributech - Tentative Schedule
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 1:54:40 PM

Thank you Craig for this update. 

We will look for your next instructions tomorrow.

Regards
Mike

On Jun 26, 2012 1:26 PM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:

Mike:

 

Thank you for spending time with us last week.  The Evaluation Committee is still
in its initial phase.  We wanted to let you know that our first opportunity to meet
with you will be during the week of July 16th.   

 

We expect to send you an email tomorrow that will require you to use numbers
that we will provide to perform financial cost projections based on specific
volumes and your proposed rates.  I understand that this is a bit vague, but
tomorrow’s email will clarify things.

 

Please confirm receipt.

 

 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 

Craig W. Bulkley

Director

Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897

Cell: (603) 490-1559
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
tel:%28603%29230-7008


From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Subject: Distributech - Tentative Schedule
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 1:26:41 PM

Mike:
 
Thank you for spending time with us last week.  The Evaluation Committee is still in its initial
phase.  We wanted to let you know that our first opportunity to meet with you will be during the
week of July 16th.   
 
We expect to send you an email tomorrow that will require you to use numbers that we will
provide to perform financial cost projections based on specific volumes and your proposed rates.  I
understand that this is a bit vague, but tomorrow’s email will clarify things.
 
Please confirm receipt.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:mike@braincircuit.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us


From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Subject: Distributech Answers to Q&A from the Eval Committee
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012 1:27:33 PM
Attachments: DistributechAnswers_toNHSLC_Q&A-2012-6-20.zip

Hi Craig,

Attached are our answers to the Evaluation Committee's questions.

The zipped file is just over 5 megs and I am a bit concerned that you might not
receive it through your email server.

I am 5 minutes from your office and can hand you a memory stick with all of the
information also.

Please let me know or confirm that you received the file in good order.

Thank you.
Mike

mailto:mike@webwei.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us



DistributechAnswers_toNHSLC_Q&A-2012-6-20.pdf




 



 



NHSLC Additional Questions 



 --Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14 
 



 



 



Distributech, LLC   Answers 
 



   











 Question 1.  Do you subscribe to “open data Standards” 



Yes we subscribe to open data standards and would appreciate the opportunity to participate in an 



open data initiative –in our state and our industry. We recognize that our internal data systems must 



operate as a bridge for all inventory activity among a diverse group of suppliers, a standardized system 



developed by the NHSLC, and an expanding internet-based group of brokers, customers and 



management teams that seek open access to data, applications and warehouse processes.  



  



Question 2. Do you have “open data formats” as part of your proposals?  



Yes, our planning, development and integration efforts will support exchanges in open data formats. 



Probably the most relevant area where we can participate is to promise that all non-proprietary data 



will be in plain text and non-proprietary formats; all live and batch reporting, all data exports and data 



delivery modes will be primarily browser-based (cross-browser compatible) html, and xml-based; or 



flat-file based. Data exports will be as simple and user-triggered in formats that are as simple as csv, 



pdf, excel etc. And our deployment will also include emerging device compatibility as well.   



Although we deploy proprietary MS SQL databases and use licensed applications/tools for processing, 



we will engage in a 20-year long evolutionary process to enhance our systems and offerings so that the 



NHSLC and its customers can always use tools that are ubiquitous in nature all along the way. 



  











Question 3. Does your proposal include all licenses required to operate hardware/software? 



Yes. Our proposal includes all software and hardware licenses for internal automation, internal 



warehousing and control functionality, inter-company warehouse management systems, supply-chain 



reporting processes and integration into DoIT and NHSLC information exchange systems. 



Question 4 .Does your proposal include maintenance for all hardware/software?  



Yes –we are responsible for the maintenance, upgrades and replacement of all hardware and software. 



[We are also aware of the fact that at some point theNHSLC will elect to upgrade its own ERP system, 



and thus trigger new dynamics in sharing information to/from the warehousing operation. For at least 



“our side” of that upgrade or even migration, our proposal includes our responsibility toward 



integration]. 



Question 5.Does your proposal rely on customized interfaces to integrate with the NHLC existing 



applications?  



No there is not a reliance upon NHSLC customizations. This is because we are defining our core 



databases to match the NHSLC’s existing files, layouts, database rules and business rules.  Our 



integration effort is more native than “foreign”.  Our contractual efforts willl have more to do with 



enhancing  data exchanges than creating interfaces (especially with regard to NHSLC data and Supplier 



product identification schemas—with some extra attention to business rules we can address things like 



vintages, pack changes and multiple scan codes by managing and verifying cross-reference tables, keys 



and indexing between key heterogeneous data fields).  We understand that we can only seek to 



optimize our accuracy given an acceptable number of constraints.  So, our WMS and WCS processes  



will be automated to obtain, update and maintain NHSLC data for the major tables governing 











customers, products and prices –as well all supporting sub-tables.  From our end, we will transfer back 



to the NHSLC our transactional data and added data that might become very valuable. Whether we 



utilize the existing FTP site at DoIT,  replicate data through the NHSLC web server, or other enhanced 



mode, our major workflows  and data sharing for receiving, order processing, shipping and reporting 



will be “live” and without a requirement of end-user custom-interfaces. 



  











Question 6.  What are your projections for volumes by month in each of the pricing categories included 



in Appendices D and D-1 for the first 30 months of this contract and each subsequent 30-month period 



through the end of the contract?  Please explain the basis for your projection.  Please address only the 



basic bailment charges:  inbound handling, storage, and outbound order processing/reporting.  For 



example, in the first month of the contract, how many cases do you assume will be inbound in the 



category of codes of 1-180? 



Distributech: Our basic assumptions are that the NHSLC annual case throughput has grown 3% (and 



will continue annually at approximately that rate).  Below is a piece of our analysis that sought to 



evaluate the legacy price-points and multiple cost categories. We are pretty sure that we are 



competitive at all mirrored levels. However, we’d really like the NHSLC to collapse and simplify the 



entire billing system.



 



Part of answer to Question #6



Weighted Assessment (when forced to review old method of receiving --by volume category)



INBOUND HANDLING:
Weight 



Based on 



History



Estimated 



Cases 



Law



Estimated 



Cases 



Concord



3967800 1177000



Codes of 1 – 180 cases $1.15 per case $1.40 $1.15 12% 490000 $563,500 145060 $166,819



Codes of 181 – 299 cases $1.00 per case $1.20 $1.00 45% 1780000 $1,780,000 526953 $526,953



Codes of 300 – 669 cases $0.90 per case $1.05 $0.90 25% 980000 $882,000 290120 $261,108



Codes of 670+ cases
$0.80 per case $0.95 $0.80



18%
725000 $580,000 214630 $171,704



Total Distributech 



Receiving Fees



   Pallet packs $6.35 per pallet $7.60 $6.35 800 $5,080 800 $5,080



100% 3975800 $3,810,580 1177563 $1,131,664 $4,942,244



PRESUMPTION: 3%  annual growth 1.10609 YR1 --FY2013/14



Our YR1=  (2011June Volumes X (1.03 x 1.03)) Distributech $5,243,227



$1.40 12% 490000 $686,000 145060 $203,084



$1.20 45% 1780000 $2,136,000 526953 $632,344



$1.05 25% 980000 $1,029,000 290120 $304,626



$0.95
18%



725000 $688,750 214630 $203,898



Total Law Wrhs 



Receiving Fees



$7.60 800 $6,080 800 $6,080



100% 3975800 $4,545,830 1177563 $1,350,032 $5,895,862



PRESUMPTION: 3%  annual growth 1.10609 YR1 --FY2013/14



Our YR1=  (2011June Volumes X (1.03 x 1.03)) LAW FEES $6,254,920



Law 



Rates 



2013



Distributech I N T E R N A L   C A L C U L A T I O N S



2011 volume with 



old Law rates



2011 volume with 



new Law rates



Law 



Rates Pre-



May 2012



Law 



Rates 



2013











We can demonstrate the same type of complexity for storage fees and multiple categories if necessary. 



And then we can set forth a huge array of complex projections on shipping and extraneous service 



fees.  However, in the end our $2/case flat rate and flat penny per day storage is the most fair, efficient 



and easiest model to administer. 



From FY2009-10 with 4.7M cases to FY2010-11 with 4.8M cases, our next expected volumes in Year 



One of the contract are projected to be 5.2M cases by FY2013-14.  



By Year 5 we will handle almost 6M cases annually. Our direct costs will stay relatively flat and our 



variable labor costs will grow more slowly through optimized automation and re-investments. By Year 



10, case volumes can conceivably reach 6.9M cases and continue growing to 9 million cases by Year 20. 



We have taken the position that the total system should accommodate growing case volumes but also 



accommodate (without penalties or complexity) a growing array of products as well with small lots and 



lower sales volumes.  That is a major factor in attempting to eliminate complicated rates and various 



“categories”. 



Projections for the first 30 months and the first 5 years of the contract were created by ascribing an 



historic weight and seasonality to each of the months. During the contract we will verify and adapt the 



moving averages so that we can adjust for shifts and trends in volumes and demands on our labor: 



 



Using our pricing will insure that only two variables will affect the measurement of warehousing costs 



in New Hampshire. Total monthly case movement in/out and inventory age. The in/out fees are a fixed 



January February March April May June July August September October November December



8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52% 8.01% 10.33%











cost, and at a penny per day, the variable cost per case has been reduced to a nominal level. [The 



beauty of this type of simplicity is that the few “carve-outs” by the NHSLC for free storage, or upscale 



refrigerated storage are only a short-list of understandable add-ons. 



Question 6 asks for volume projections in each month for the  first 30 months and then monthly until 



the end of the contract. With a simple weighted calculation, that we will continually recalibrate, all 



costs and labor demands will be the subject matter for constant open review and reporting. All 



management departments (as diverse as finance, automation and HR will be capable of using a 



common ground for auditing and forecasting purposes) 



 



Our fee structure does not have multiple pricing categories. When we assess $1/case for inbound 



cases, a penny a day per case storage and then $1/case for cases shipped out, the monthly math is a 



very simple calculation 



1.03 Case growth Historic Monthly Weighted Case Volumes
Annual Cases Contract Our Appendix D2 Warehouse Rates call for a $1/case "in" and $1/case "out" fee



4,678,926      Jun-10



4,817,847      Jun-11



4,962,382      Jun-12 JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC



5,111,254      Jun-13 8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52% 8.01% 10.33%



5,264,591      Jun-14 Year 1 425,379       330,090 313,243 418,535 402,215 482,763 554,361 454,334 416,956 501,189 421,694 543,832 



5,422,529      Jun-15 Year 2 438,140       339,993 322,640 431,091 414,281 497,246 570,992 467,964 429,464 516,225 434,345 560,147 



5,585,205      Jun-16 Year 3 451,285       350,192 332,320 444,024 426,710 512,163 588,122 482,003 442,348 531,712 447,375 576,952 



5,752,761      Jun-17 Year 4 464,823       360,698 342,289 457,345 439,511 527,528 605,766 496,463 455,619 547,663 460,796 594,260 



5,925,344      Jun-18 Year 5 478,768       371,519 352,558 471,065 452,696 543,354 623,939 511,357 469,287 564,093 474,620 612,088 



6,103,104      Year 6 493,131       382,665 363,135 485,197 466,277 559,655 642,657 526,698 483,366 581,016 488,859 630,451 



6,286,198      Year 7 507,925       394,145 374,029 499,753 480,265 576,444 661,937 542,499 497,867 598,446 503,524 649,364 



6,474,783      Year 8 523,163       405,969 385,250 514,745 494,673 593,738 681,795 558,774 512,803 616,399 518,630 668,845 



6,669,027      Year 9 538,857       418,148 396,807 530,188 509,514 611,550 702,249 575,537 528,187 634,891 534,189 688,910 



6,869,098      Year 10 555,023       430,692 408,711 546,093 524,799 629,896 723,316 592,803 544,033 653,938 550,215 709,578 



7,075,171      Year 11 571,674       443,613 420,973 562,476 540,543 648,793 745,015 610,587 560,354 673,556 566,721 730,865 



7,287,426      Year 12 588,824       456,922 433,602 579,350 556,759 668,257 767,366 628,905 577,164 693,763 583,723 752,791 



7,506,049      Year 13 606,489       470,629 446,610 596,731 573,462 688,305 790,387 647,772 594,479 714,576 601,234 775,375 



7,731,230      Year 14 624,683       484,748 460,008 614,633 590,666 708,954 814,099 667,205 612,313 736,013 619,272 798,636 



7,963,167      Year 15 643,424       499,291 473,808 633,072 608,386 730,222 838,521 687,221 630,683 758,093 637,850 822,595 



8,202,062      Year 16 662,727       514,269 488,023 652,064 626,638 752,129 863,677 707,838 649,603 780,836 656,985 847,273 



8,448,124      Year 17 682,608       529,697 502,663 671,626 645,437 774,693 889,587 729,073 669,091 804,261 676,695 872,691 



8,701,568      Year 18 703,087       545,588 517,743 691,775 664,800 797,934 916,275 750,945 689,164 828,389 696,996 898,872 



8,962,615      Year 19 724,179       561,956 533,276 712,528 684,744 821,872 943,763 773,474 709,839 853,241 717,905 925,838 



9,231,493      Year 20 745,905       578,815 549,274 733,904 705,286 846,528 972,076 796,678 731,134 878,838 739,443 953,613 











Question 7. In Section 3.0.12, Page 26, the RFP requires that the proposal shall list separtately all 



charges which could be incurred by the NHSLC and all charges which could be incurred by the 



suppliers in the operation of the warehouse.  Are all charges included in Appendices D and D-



1?  Specifically, identify where a charge, if any, for outbound handling is located.  For example, 



outbound handling may already be included in the charge for inbound handling. 



Yes all charges are included in Appendices D, D1 and our proposed D2 alternative. Our basic approach 



is to include all services, comprehensively –instead of using an al la carte service methodology.  



Specifically, the outbound handling charge is included within the Handling/Management/Integration 



fee.  Inside the required rate quote format of Appendix D and D1 it–and payable by the wine/spirit 



vendor of record. [Normally this is the supplier, occasionally it is the NHSLC if the inventory was 



acquired or from a “buy-in”].  



Our alternative billing model bundles all services into only 2 fees to the NHSLC ($2/case includes all 



services; plus a penny day per case for storage). If the NHSLC wants to create various biases or 



surcharges or warehouse price categories to bailment suppliers, the rate complexity that exists within 



today’s billing system can be duplicated by Distributech.  However, the cleanest, simplest, most 



efficient system is a mere $1/case “in”; a penny a day storage; and $1/case “out” --when it is sold and 



shipped out. 



Exception Fees:  Distributech waives all of the RFP's miscellaneous fees to the vendors of record except 



(1) product destruction, (2) relabeling and (3) returns. Destruction and relabeling is a flat rate of 



$0.75/case and returns are processed at a $1.00/case. Refrigerated space is 2 cents/case/day. 











Additional pieces like 35K cases of free storage and the elimination of “Assesorial Fees” are also 



included. 



Billing Approach: We propose that any/all Distributech fees/charges be transparently invoiced from 



warehouse to the SLC in digital formats defined by the SLC; and then passed-through to the suppliers 



by the SLC... or marked-up by the SLC before being received by the Suppliers.  We will provide the 



NHSLC with supplier invoice data  in a “ready-to-send”  format to bill the suppliers. 



  











Question 8.  We have read Section 1.5.8 on Page 13 of your proposal.  Nevertheless, Part I, Section 



1.5.8, Page 9 of the RFP requires the vendor to provide audited financial statements for the past 



three years or an alternative satisfactory to the NHSLC.  Part 4, Section 4.4, Page 32 of the RFP 



requires a new entity to provide other relevant financial materials to demonstrate its financial 



stability and capacity.  Please provide us with sufficient financial materials to demonstrate 



Distributech’s financial stability and capacity. 



Distributech:  Our relationship  with W.P. Carey allows us to eliminate cash needs from outside 



sources,  allows for future expansion, allows for increased borrowing capacity- and a line of credit if 



necessary.  At risk is approximately $400K in analysis, feasibility and engineering fees. The up front 



money has come from cash injections . by Tom Bullock and John Goclowski;  another $200K is being 



]spent to accelerate our  “Pre-award” permitting and design costs. Both John and Tom are being added 



as members of Distributech, LLC. 



Attached are the audited financials for both W.P. Carey and Co, LLC and for the REIT, Corporate 



Property Associates 17 – Global, Inc. for 2011 and 2010.  The 2009 financials are also set forth in the 



financial statements, so the full three years are included.  



Both W.P. Carey and Co, LLC and Corporate Property Associates 17- Global, Inc. are public companies 



under federal securities laws.  As a result, they are required to file 10-K financial reports on an annual 



basis, 10-Q financial reports quarterly, and 8-K reports as needed.   











All financial information set forth in a 10-K is audited by outside accountants and covered by a letter 



from the accounting firm stating the same.  (The letter for each is also attached at the end of this 



document as an Appendix to today’s answers) . 



Distributech’s proforma was based upon our simplified billing proposal and business operation 



projections and subject to review. (Distributech Proforma is also attached as an Appendix to today’s 



answers).  



The $40 million is specifically ear-marked to buy the necessary property, build the facility, set up the 



automation, transition the merger of both existing warehouses and begin warehousing operations for 



the NHSLC.  



Yes this is “start-up” in nature; however we have secured 100% financing  because the business and 



the plan of execution has been reviewed, approved and is fundamentally structured upon the longevity 



of the NHSLC itself, the proven track record and reliability of the New Hampshire wine and spirits 



monopoly and the reliance upon continued strong business.  



The impressive strength of this financial commitment is best summarized by the fact that W.P. Carey is 



backing this transaction through its CPA:17 Fund that specializes in this types of build to suit contracts 



–with more than $3 billion in dedicated assets. 



___________________________________________________________________ 



  











Question 9a .In your proposal on Page 74, you indicate that you plan to build a facility at 15 Integra 



Drive in Concord, NH.  We understand that the location was recently zoned industrial.  Please provide 



us with a construction schedule that establishes that the facility will be operational on or before 



October 31, 2013. 



 



The project plan above is a high-level view. We have a more detailed project plan that can be reviewed 



at the next level of discussion.  We are very pleased that the evaluation committee is taking using an 



accelerated calendar for the bidding review process. As you can see, the construction process for the 



facility alone is marked at 251 days. This can be accelerated as well; however all delays serve only to 



further pressurize an already tight “go-live” schedule.  Many of the physical automation and IT-based 



operations can begin concurrently with the contract award and will not suffer as greatly from the “1 



year calendar”.  











 



Question 9b. Given the amount of traffic currently on Manchester Street, as well as the commercial 



traffic from Associated Grocer’s truck traffic; do you have approval from the City of Concord to use 



Manchester Street in connection with your proposed site? 



We had a meeting with the City of Concord Planning Department regarding the proposed traffic 



increase on Manchester Street and specifically in the Integra Drive area. The group was presented with 



the increased anticipated traffic counts on a daily basis and there were no major concerns with the 



added traffic loads. 



The Integra Drive intersection has been designed by the City of Concord to handle largetraffic loads 



based on the city’s long range plans for the area. The City of Concord has a master plan for the area 



behind the new distribution facility to be developed per the Garvin Falls Urban Reserve Area Study. 



This area has been designated by the city as a potential area for future offices and warehouse 



operations in a 50 year master plan. The Integra Drive intersection is planned to be a major access to 



the industrial / office park area. 



The City of Concord will still require a traffic study. The study is slated to be completed in July. 



Question 9c. In addition to the schedule requested above, please provide us with the names of all 



subcontractors that will be responsible for construction and infrastructure.  



The facility design is slated to start in the middle of July with completion of the total project design mid- 



October.  At this time, no sub-contractors for the construction of the building structure have been selected.  











Stahlman Group will provide the facility design and construction management services on the project.  Stahlman 



Group has provided engineering and construction services for over 100 projects in the beverage field. 



The following is a sampling of distribution center projects in the northeast region that Stahlman Group has 



provided design and construction services for. 



1. Amoskeag Beverages – Bow, NH 



2. Bellavance Beverages, Nashua, NH 



3. New Hampshire Distributors – Concord, NH 



4. Coca-Cola Northern New England, N. Londonderry, NH 



5. Centrex Distributors, West Greenwich, RI 



6. Pine State Trading Co. - Gardiner, ME 



7. Polar Beverages – Worchester, MA 



8. Senecal Beverage, Inc. - Merrimack, NH 



9. Onondaga Beverage Corp. - Syracuse, NY 



10. DeCrescente Distributing Company, Inc. - Mechanicville, NY 



11. Origlio Beverage - Philadelphia, PA 



12. Pepsi Bottling Company – Numerous Locations 



13. Coca-Cola Enterprises – Numerous Locations 



14. DeMoulas Supermarkets, Andover, MA 



15. Bozzuto’s Inc. – Cheshire, CT 



16. Sysco Corporation – Numerous Locations 



As design for the major components of the building structure are completed, they will be put out to bid to select 



pre-qualified sub-contractors.  Stahlman Group maintains a list of pre-qualified contractors, most if not all of 



whom have successfully worked on similar Stahlman projects as sub-contractors.  











The list of anticipated sub-contractor trades is as follows: 



1. Site work 



2. Landscape 



3. Paving 



4. Site Utility 



5. Concrete Foundations 



6. Concrete Slabs 



7. Structural Steel Fabricator 



8. Structural Steel Erector 



9. Miscellaneous Metals Fabricator 



10. Miscellaneous Metals Erect / Install 



11. Mason 



12. Rigging 



13. Carpenters 



14. Roofing 



15. Doors and Windows 



16. Painting 



17. Drywall 



18. Flooring 



19. Ceiling 



20. Accessories 



21. Loading Dock Equipment 



22. Elevator 



23. Pallet Racking 











24. Wall Panels 



25. Plumbing  



26. Electrical 



27. Mechanical / HVAC 



28. Automation Equipment Fabrication 



29. Automation Equipment Installation 



All contractors go through a pre-qualification process to determine their company size, financial standings, 



project references, supplier references, financial references, etc. and ability to perform the necessary tasks for a 



project of this type.  There is no discrimination based on a company’s labor agreements (open shop or union). 



Whenever possible, local contractors are utilized.  It is anticipated there would be up to 30 sub-contractors 



required to complete the project.  There would be up to 200 trades people employed to construct this project.  



 












Audited Financial Statements of W.P. Carey and Co LLC and its subsidiaries.pdf









































































































































































































































































































































































































































Audited Financials of Corporate Property Associates 17-Global Inc and its subsidiaries.pdf



























































Distributech_Proforma_2012-06-22QA.pdf




YEAR 0 [Start-Up Period--->Contract Award until "Go Live" ]
Distributech, LLC SEP2012 OCT2012 NOV2012 DEC2012 JAN2013 FEB2013 MAR2013 APR2013 MAY2013 JUN2013 JUL2013 AUG2013 SEP2013 OCT2013



FTEs $/YR-FTE Annual Startup T-Minus14 T-Minus13 T-Minus12 T-Minus11 T-Minus10 T-Minus9 T-Minus8 T-Minus7 T-Minus6 T-Minus5 T-Minus4 T-Minus3 T-Minus2 T-Minus 1



Warehouse Labor Expenses FTEs



Receiving / Put Away



   Operations Manager 1 75,000     75,000     $31,250 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,125 $3,125 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250
   Whse Manager 1 55,000     55,000     $18,333 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,583 $4,583 $4,583 $4,583
   Single Bottle Pick Manager 1 55,000     55,000     $17,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,750 $4,583 $4,583 $4,583
   Forklift Operator / Receivers 2 35,000     70,000     $23,333 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,833 $5,833 $5,833 $5,833
   Product Check-in 1 31,200     31,200     $10,400 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,600 $2,600 $2,600 $2,600
   Directed Product Storage 5 25,000     125,000   $41,667 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $10,417 $10,417 $10,417 $10,417
Replenishment -             
   Night Shift Supervisor 1 48,000     48,000     $8,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,000 $4,000
   Pallet Pick Replenishment 2 25,000     50,000     $8,333 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,167 $4,167
   Case Flow Replenishment 4 27,000     108,000   $18,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $9,000 $9,000
   Bottle Pick Replenishment 1 28,000     28,000     $4,667 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,333 $2,333
Order Picking -             
   Full Case Order Pickers From Floor 7 31,200     218,400   $28,600 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $10,400 $18,200
   Full Case Order Pickers From Cluster/Flow Rack 10 33,300     333,000   $41,625 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $13,875 $27,750
   Case Pick Add-ons/Misc 4 25,000     100,000   $12,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,167 $8,333
   Single Bottle Pick 6 35,000     210,000   $35,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $17,500 $17,500



-           $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
   Console Operator 1 45,000     45,000     $7,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,750 $3,750
   Palletizers/Loaders/ Picker, Add-on's 8 25,000     200,000   $25,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $8,333 $16,667
   Shipping QA 2 32,500     65,000     $10,833 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,417 $5,417



-            
   Dispatch/Routing 1 40,000     40,000     $6,667 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,333 $3,333
   Dispatch Assistant 1 35,000     35,000     $5,833 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,917 $2,917
Inventory



   Inventory Manager 1 48,000     48,000     $8,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,000 $4,000
   Inventory Assistant I 1 37,500     37,500     $6,250 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,125 $3,125
   Inventory Assistant II 1 31,200     31,200     $5,200 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,600 $2,600
Breakage /Recouping/Maintenance -            
Breakage/QC 2 21,840     43,680     $10,920 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,640 $3,640 $3,640
   Maintainance Manager 1 60,000     60,000     $20,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000
   Maintainance/Facilities 2 57,000     114,000   $38,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $9,500 $9,500 $9,500 $9,500
   Custodial 1 22,800     22,800     $7,600 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,900 $1,900 $1,900 $1,900
   Security 1 35,000     35,000     $11,667 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,917 $2,917 $2,917 $2,917



TOTAL WAREHOUSE LABOR--> 69 $462,678 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,125 $3,125 $52,750 $57,223 $156,140 $190,315



Office G&A Labor Expenses FTEs



CEO -Mike 1 75,000     75,000     $87,500 6,250        6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      
Vice President Warehouse Ops 1 150,000   150,000   $87,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      6,250      12,500    12,500    12,500    12,500    
Office Manager 1 45,000     45,000     $15,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 3,750      3,750      3,750      3,750      
Office Manager 1 45,000     45,000     $15,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 3,750      3,750      3,750      3,750      
Executive Assistant 1 1 40,000     40,000     $33,800 $0 2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      
Executive Assistant 2 1 40,000     40,000     $7,800 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 2,600      2,600      2,600      
Customer Service 2 35,000     70,000     $9,100 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 4,550      4,550      
Receptionist 1 30,000     30,000     $3,900 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 1,950      1,950      
Office Clerk 2 31,000     62,000     $8,060 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 4,030      4,030      



TOTAL G&A OFFICE LABOR---> 11 $557,000 267,660 6,250        8,850      8,850      8,850      15,100    15,100    15,100    15,100    15,100    15,100    28,850    31,450    41,980    41,980    



Workforce Overhead FTEs Startup



Payroll Tax @ 8.5% 80 776 62,079 $5,173 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,173



Medical Insurance 80 7,000 560,000 $46,667 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $46,667



Non Medical Benefit Program 80 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Workers Compensation 80 54,049 $4,504 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,504



Uniforms 65 12,000 $12,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $12,000



Health & Safety-Pre-Employment and Boots 65 2,000 $2,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,000



401(k) Match --5% Reserve 80 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Employee Rewards Program Reserve 80 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



   TOTAL WORKFORCE OVERHEAD---> $70,344 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $70,344



MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS OVERHEAD
Warehouse Loss & Waste



Breakage cost as 0.001 x 4.7MM Cases x $85 $4,760 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,760
Re-Pack-Boxes, Labels, Supplies $750 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $250 $250 $250
G&A Miscellaneous Expenses $0



$2,283,780











Office Expense /Supplies $1,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $500 $500
Miscellaneous $1,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,000



$7,510 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $250 $750 $6,510



Special G&A  Expenses
Outsourced Ops & Administration Startup
Accounting Outsource Expense 1 $27,333 $3,333 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000
Internet/Phones $16,665 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,333 $3,333 $3,333 $3,333 $3,333



G&A Administration



Consultant Startup 1 $87,500 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250



Consultant Transition 1 $87,500 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250



Legal 2 $87,500 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250 $6,250



TOTAL SPECIAL G&A EXPENSES--> 5 306,498 $22,083 $20,250 $20,250 $20,250 $20,250 $20,250 $20,250 $20,250 $20,250 $23,583 $23,583 $25,083 $25,083 $25,083



Total Pre-Contract Manpower/Operating Expenses ---->



SEP2012 OCT2012 NOV2012 DEC2012 JAN2013 FEB2013 MAR2013 APR2013 MAY2013 JUN2013 JUL2013 AUG2013 SEP2013 OCT2013



Building Expenses Startup T-Minus14 T-Minus13 T-Minus12 T-Minus11 T-Minus10 T-Minus9 T-Minus8 T-Minus7 T-Minus6 T-Minus5 T-Minus4 T-Minus3 T-Minus2 T-Minus 1



Repair and Maintanance $5,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,000



Landscape & Snow removal $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Utilities $11,250 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,750 $3,750 $3,750 $3,750 $3,750



Real Estate Taxes & Ins $170,438 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $56,813 $56,813 $56,813 $56,813 $56,813



General Insurance $45,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $25,000 $25,000



Misc Building Expense $50,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $10,000 $10,000



TOTAL BUILDING EXPENSES--> $281,688 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $60,563 $60,563 $60,563 $95,563 $100,563



Total Start-Up Expenses up to NOV--> 28,333 29,100 29,100 29,100 35,350 35,350 35,350 35,350 38,475 102,371 165,746 174,569 319,516 434,794



 NOV 2013 Expenses (See ProformaYEAR1)



 DEC 2013 Expenses (See ProformaYEAR1)



START-UP OPERATIONAL SUMMARY SEP2012 OCT2012 NOV2012 DEC2012 JAN2013 FEB2013 MAR2013 APR2013 MAY2013 JUN2013 JUL2013 AUG2013 SEP2013 OCT2013 NOV2013 DEC2014 JAN2015



T-Minus14 T-Minus13 T-Minus12 T-Minus11 T-Minus10 T-Minus9 T-Minus8 T-Minus7 T-Minus6 T-Minus5 T-Minus4 T-Minus3 T-Minus2 T-Minus 1 MO 1. MO 2. MO 3.



Gross Revenues (Nov Operations) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,087,024 $1,401,867
Operational Expenses (START-UP +NOV +DEC Ops) ######## 28,333 29,100 29,100 29,100 35,350 35,350 35,350 35,350 38,475 102,371 165,746 174,569 319,516 434,794 $650,310 $660,555 $656,925



$40,000,000 finance 20YRS 



Rent 775,000 -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           -           258,333 258,333 258,333



START-UP NET CASH FLOW -$28,333 -$29,100 -$29,100 -$29,100 -$35,350 -$35,350 -$35,350 -$35,350 -$38,475 -$102,371 -$165,746 -$174,569 -$319,516 -$434,794 -$908,643 $168,135 $486,609



WorkingCapital $2,400,000



Gross Revenues $1,087,024



Operational Expenses 2,803,368



Rent 258,333 258,333           



OPERATING  INCOME 425,322



STATE BPT @ 8.5% $0.00
NET INCOME 425,322



FEDERAL INCOME TAX $0.00
@ AFTER TAX INCOME $0.00



Capitalized Costs 
Working Capital $2,400,000



Warehouse Build-Out



Purchase Land-Real Estate $3,100,000



Warehouse Construction -Stahlman $24,594,716



Construction Loan Interest Expense $1,125,000



Contingency -Stahlman $950,520



Exclusions /Allowances -Stahlman $2,000,000



Warehouse Automation/Racking/Equipment $5,595,000



Start up  Cost:



(1) Pre-Award capital contributions for new entity / site /  facility pre-engineering / permitting / legal is fixed at $200K and agreed to remained fixed until the contract award.



Assumptions: (2) Initial volumes are based upon State Liquor Commission Annual Reports, the annual growth in case throughput increases 3% per year 
(3) Our rates are "fixed" for the first 30 months, and then we are allowed a Negotiated Increase or at least a CPI adjustment --assume 2.5%
(4) Built into the proforma is the addition of 4 additional warehouse employees Year2  and 4 more in  Year3
(5) Built into the proforma is a 4.0% reserve/allocation for labor raises /YR, and related increase of overhead     (6) Negative Cash Flow for intial Start-Up --90 days



TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS OVERHEAD-->



$1,114,690



$1,492,503



$650,310



$660,555



-$2,233,011



$2,803,368



$1,087,024



$39,765,236











YEAR 1 $2.00 /case 5,157,937       cases per year



Distributech, LLC $0.01 /case/day 805,000          AVG cases on-hand



$0.50 /bottle Mixed Cs 924,000          + mixed case bottles



Assumes $1 in/$1 out plus $0.01/Case/Day Storage NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT



2011 State avg is 60 days storage 8.01% 10.33% 8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52%



FTEs /Cs $ Subtotal Month1 Month2 Month3 Month4 Month5 Month6 Month7 Month8 Month9 Month10 Month11 Month12



Warehouse Labor Expenses
Receiving / Put Away



   Operations Manager 1 $0.01 75,000   $75,000 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250



   Whse Manager 1 $0.01 65,000   $65,000 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417



   Single Bottle Pick Manager 1 $0.01 45,000   $45,000 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750



   Forklift Operator / Receivers 2 $0.01 35,000   $70,000 5,833 5,833 5,833 5,833 5,833 5,833 5,833 5,833 5,833 5,833 5,833 5,833



   Product Check-in 1 $0.01 31,200   $31,200 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600



   Directed Product Storage 5 $0.02 25,000   $125,000 10,417 10,417 10,417 10,417 10,417 10,417 10,417 10,417 10,417 10,417 10,417 10,417



Replenishment  



   Night Shift Supervisor 1 $0.009 48,000   $48,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000



   Pallet Pick Replenishment 2 $0.010 25,000   $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



   Case Flow Replenishment 4 $0.021 27,000   $108,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000



   Bottle Pick Replenishment 1 $0.005 28,000   $28,000 2,333 2,333 2,333 2,333 2,333 2,333 2,333 2,333 2,333 2,333 2,333 2,333



Order Picking             



   Full Case Order Pickers From Floor 7 $0.042 31,200   $218,400 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200



   Full Case Order Pickers From Cluster/Flow Rack 10 $0.065 33,300   $333,000 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750



   Case Pick Add-ons/Misc 4 $0.019 25,000   $100,000 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333



   Single Bottle Pick 6 $0.041 35,000   $210,000 17,500 17,500 17,500 17,500 17,500 17,500 17,500 17,500 17,500 17,500 17,500 17,500



Shipping             



   Console Operator 1 $0.009 45,000   $45,000 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750



   Palletizers/Loaders/ Picker, Add-on's 8 $0.039 25,000   $200,000 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667



   Staging -shipping 2 $0.013 32,500   $65,000 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417



   Licensee Service Manager 1 $0.008 40,000   $40,000 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333



   Dispatch 1 $0.007 35,000   $35,000 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917



Inventory             



   Inventory Manager 1 $0.009 48,000   $48,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000



   Inventory Assistant I 1 $0.007 37,500   $37,500 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125



   Inventory Assistant II 1 $0.006 31,200   $31,200 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600



Breakage /Recouping/Maintenance             



Breakage/QC 2 $0.008 21,840   $43,680 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640



   Maintainance Manager 1 $0.012 60,000   $60,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000



   Maintainance/Facilities 2 $0.022 57,000   $114,000 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500



   Custodial 1 $0.004 22,800   $22,800 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900



   Security 1 $0.007 35,000   $35,000 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917



TOTAL WAREHOUSE LABOR--> 69 $0.443 $2,283,780 190,315 190,315 190,315 190,315 190,315 190,315 190,315 190,315 190,315 190,315 190,315 190,315



Office G&A Labor Expenses FTEs /Cs $ $/YR Month1 Month2 Month3 Month4 Month5 Month6 Month7 Month8 Month9 Month10 Month11 Month12



CEO -Mike 1 $0.015 77,369   $77,369 7,366          6,197         7,992         6,251          4,851          4,603          6,151          5,911         7,095         8,147          6,677         6,128          



Vice President Warehouse Ops 1 $0.029 150,000 $150,000 12,500        12,500       12,500       12,500        12,500        12,500        12,500        12,500       12,500       12,500       12,500      12,500       



Traffic Controller 1 1 $0.009 45,000   $45,000 3,750          3,750         3,750         3,750          3,750          3,750          3,750          3,750         3,750         3,750          3,750         3,750          



Traffic Controller 2 1 $0.009 45,000   $45,000 3,750          3,750         3,750         3,750          3,750          3,750          3,750          3,750         3,750         3,750          3,750         3,750          



Assistant to CEO 1 $0.008 40,000   $40,000 3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333          3,333         3,333          



Assistant to VP 1 $0.008 40,000   $40,000 3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333          3,333         3,333          



Customer Service 2 $0.007 35,000   $70,000 5,833          5,833         5,833         5,833          5,833          5,833          5,833          5,833         5,833         5,833          5,833         5,833          



Receptionist 1 $0.006 30,000   $30,000 2,500          2,500         2,500         2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500         2,500         2,500          2,500         2,500          



Office Clerk 2 $0.006 31,000   $62,000 5,167          5,167         5,167         5,167          5,167          5,167          5,167          5,167         5,167         5,167          5,167         5,167          



TOTAL G&A OFFICE LABOR---> 11 0.096 559,369 47,532            46,364           48,159           46,418            45,018            44,770            46,318            46,078          47,261           48,314           46,844          46,294           



$10,315,873



$462,000



$2,938,250 $13,716,123 Gross Revenue











YEAR 1
Distributech, LLC



Workforce Overhead FTEs /Cs $ $/YR Month1 Month2 Month3 Month4 Month5 Month6 Month7 Month8 Month9 Month10 Month11 Month12



Payroll Tax @ 8.5% 80 0.047 0.085 $241,668 20,139 20,139 20,139 20,139 20,139 20,139 20,139 20,139 20,139 20,139 20,139 20,139



Medical Insurance 80 0.109 7,000 $560,000 46,667 46,667 46,667 46,667 46,667 46,667 46,667 46,667 46,667 46,667 46,667 46,667



Non Medical Benefit Program 80 0.010 625 $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



Workers Compensation 80 0.044 0.079 $224,887 18,741 18,741 18,741 18,741 18,741 18,741 18,741 18,741 18,741 18,741 18,741 18,741



Uniforms 65 0.000 12,000 $650 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54



Health & Safety-Pre-Employment and Boots 65 0.013 1,000 $65,000 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417



401(k) Match --5% Reserve 80 0.028 $142,157 11,846 11,846 11,846 11,846 11,846 11,846 11,846 11,846 11,846 11,846 11,846 11,846



Employee Rewards Program Reserve 80 0.015 77,369 $77,369 6,447 6,447 6,447 6,447 6,447 6,447 6,447 6,447 6,447 6,447 6,447 6,447



TOTAL WORKFORCE OVERHEAD---> 0.264 $1,361,731 113,478 113,478 113,478 113,478 113,478 113,478 113,478 113,478 113,478 113,478 113,478 113,478



NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT



8.01% 10.33% 8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52%



MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS OVERHEAD /Cs $ $/YR Month1 Month2 Month3 Month4 Month5 Month6 Month7 Month8 Month9 Month10 Month11 Month12
Warehouse Loss & Waste break



Breakage cost as 0.001 x 4.7MM Cases x $85 0.001 0.085 $438,425 35,118 45,289 35,425 27,489 26,086 34,855 33,496 40,204 46,166 37,836 34,723 41,738



Re-Pack-Boxes, Labels, Supplies 0.010 $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



G&A Miscellaneous Expenses



Office Expense /Supplies 0.005 $25,000 2,083          2,083         2,083         2,083          2,083          2,083          2,083          2,083         2,083         2,083          2,083         2,083



Miscellaneous 0.004 $20,000 1,667          1,667         1,667         1,667          1,667          1,667          1,667          1,667         1,667         1,667          1,667         1,667



0.103 $533,425 43,034 53,206 43,341 35,406 34,003 42,771 41,412 48,120 54,083 45,753 42,640 49,655



Special G&A  Expenses /Cs $ $/YR Month1 Month2 Month3 Month4 Month5 Month6 Month7 Month8 Month9 Month10 Month11 Month12



Outsourced Ops & Administration



NHSLC 8 Warehouse Employees 8 $400,000 33,333        33,333       33,333       33,333        33,333        33,333        33,333        33,333       33,333       33,333       33,333      33,333       



Concord Warehouse Shared Space Lease $200,000 16,667        16,667       16,667       16,667        16,667        16,667        16,667        16,667       16,667       16,667       16,667      16,667       



Computer Outsource Expense at $0.0X/case 4 0.080 $412,635 33,052        42,625       33,341       25,872        24,552        32,804        31,525        37,839       43,450       35,610       32,681      39,283       



 ----to include 2 $65K onsite employees



Accounting Outsource Expense 1 0.008 $40,000 3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333          3,333         3,333        
Internet/Phones 0.008 $40,000 3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333          3,333         3,333        
Bonding /Liability Insurance 0.029 $150,000 12,500        12,500       12,500       12,500        12,500        12,500        12,500        12,500       12,500       12,500       12,500      12,500       



G&A Administration



Board of Directors 5 0.015 $386,845 36,828        30,986       39,961       31,257        24,255        23,017        30,754        29,555       35,474       40,735       33,385      30,638       



Broker-Supplier Coordinator (Reserve) 1 0.015 $77,369 7,366 6,197 7,992 6,251 4,851 4,603 6,151 5,911 7,095 8,147 6,677 6,128



Exec Bonus (Reserve)  0.02 $103,159 9,821 8,263 10,656 8,335 6,468 6,138 8,201 7,881 9,460 10,863 8,903 8,170



Ops Bonus (Reserve)  0.015 $77,369 7,366 6,197 7,992 6,251 4,851 4,603 6,151 5,911 7,095 8,147 6,677 6,128



Consulting Ops 1 0.010 $51,579 4,132 5,328 4,168 3,234 3,069 4,101 3,941 4,730 5,431 4,451 4,085 4,910



Legal 2 0.019 $100,000 8,333          8,333         8,333         8,333          8,333          8,333          8,333          8,333         8,333         8,333          8,333         8,333



TOTAL SPECIAL G&A EXPENSES--> 14 0.219 $2,038,956 176,063         177,097        181,610        158,701         145,546          152,767         164,223         169,327        185,505        185,453         169,907       172,757         



Total Manpower/Operating Expenses 94 $1.12 $6,777,261



Building Expenses /Cs $ $/YR Month1 Month2 Month3 Month4 Month5 Month6 Month7 Month8 Month9 Month10 Month11 Month12



Repair and Maintanance 0.005 $24,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000



Landscape & Snow removal 0.006 $30,000 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500



Utilities 0.036 $186,000 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500



Real Estate Taxes & Ins 0.132 $681,750 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813



General Insurance 0.029 $150,000 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500



Misc Building Expense 0.010 $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



TOTAL BUILDING EXPENSES--> $0.217 $1,121,750 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479



Total Operational Expenses--> $7,899,011 663,901 673,939 670,382 637,797 621,838 637,580 649,225 660,796 684,121 676,791 656,662 665,977



TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS OVERHEAD-->











YEAR 1
Distributech, LLC



OPERATIONAL SUMMARY NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT



8.01% 10.33% 8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52%



Gross Revenues 13,716,123         1,098,661   1,416,876  1,108,263  860,001      816,109      1,090,432   1,047,912   1,257,769  1,444,308  1,183,701  1,086,317 1,305,775  



Operational Expenses 7,899,011 663,901 673,939 670,382 637,797 621,838 637,580 649,225 660,796 684,121 676,791 656,662 665,977



$40,000,000 finance 20YRS 



Rent 3,100,000 258,333      258,333     258,333     258,333      258,333      258,333      258,333      258,333     258,333     258,333     258,333    258,333     



State & Federal Taxes 870,155 72,513       72,513       72,513       72,513        72,513        72,513        72,513        72,513       72,513       72,513       72,513      72,513       



NET CASH FLOW 1,846,957 103,914 412,091 107,034 -108,642 -136,575 122,005 67,841 266,126 429,341 176,064 98,808 308,951



Gross Revenues 13,716,123



Operational Expenses 7,899,011



Rent 3,100,000



OPERATING  INCOME 2,717,113



STATE BPT @ 8.5% 230,955



NET INCOME 2,486,158



FEDERAL INCOME TAX 35% 870,155
@ AFTER TAX INCOME 1,616,003       



Assumptions: (1) Based upon State Liquor Commission Annual Reports, the annual growth in case throughput increases 3% per year 
(2) Our rates are "fixed" for the first 30 months, and then we are allowed a Negotiated Increase or at least a CPI adjustment --assume 2.5%
(3) Built into the proforma is the addition of 4 additional warehouse employees Year2  and 4 more in  Year3
(4) Built into the proforma is a 4.0% reserve/allocation for labor raises /YR, and related increase of overhead











YEAR 2 $2.00 /case 5,312,675      cases per year



Distributech, LLC $0.01 /case/day 829,150         AVG cases on-hand



$0.50 /bottle Mixed Cs 924,000         + mixed case bottles



Assumes $1 in/$1 out plus $0.01/Case/Day Storage NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT



2011 State avg is 60 days storage 8.01% 10.33% 8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52%



FTEs /Cs $ Subtotal Month13 Month14 Month15 Month16 Month17 Month18 Month19 Month20 Month21 Month22 Month23 Month24



Warehouse Labor Expenses
Receiving / Put Away



   Operations Manager 1 $0.01 75,000    $75,000 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250



   Whse Manager 1 $0.01 65,000    $65,000 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417



   Single Bottle Pick Manager 1 $0.01 45,000    $45,000 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750



   Forklift Operator/Receiver (ADDED 1 MORE) 3 $0.02 35,000    $105,000 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750



   Product Check-in 1 $0.01 31,200    $31,200 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600



   Directed Product Storage (ADDED 1 MORE) 6 $0.03 25,000    $150,000 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500



Replenishment  



   Night Shift Supervisor 1 $0.009 48,000    $48,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000



   Pallet Pick Replenishment 2 $0.009 25,000    $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



   Case Flow Replenishment 4 $0.020 27,000    $108,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000



   Bottle Pick Replenishment (ADDED 1 MORE) 2 $0.011 28,000    $56,000 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667



Order Picking             



   Full Case Order Pickers From Floor 7 $0.041 31,200    $218,400 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200



   Full Case Order Pickers From Cluster/Flow Rack 10 $0.063 33,300    $333,000 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750 27,750



   Case Pick Add-ons/Misc 4 $0.019 25,000    $100,000 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333



   Single Bottle Pick (ADDED 1 MORE) 7 $0.046 35,000    $245,000 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417



Shipping             



   Console Operator 1 $0.008 45,000    $45,000 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750



   Palletizers/Loaders/ Picker, Add-on's 8 $0.038 25,000    $200,000 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667



   Staging -shipping 2 $0.012 32,500    $65,000 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417



   Licensee Service Manager 1 $0.008 40,000    $40,000 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333



   Dispatch 1 $0.007 35,000    $35,000 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917



Inventory             



   Inventory Manager 1 $0.009 48,000    $48,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000



   Inventory Assistant I 1 $0.007 37,500    $37,500 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125



   Inventory Assistant II 1 $0.006 31,200    $31,200 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600



Breakage /Recouping/Maintenance             



Breakage/QC 2 $0.008 21,840    $43,680 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640



   Maintainance Manager 1 $0.011 60,000    $60,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000



   Maintainance/Facilities 2 $0.021 57,000    $114,000 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500



   Custodial 1 $0.004 22,800    $22,800 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900



   Security 1 $0.007 35,000    $35,000 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917



  Labor Raises 4.0% $0.018 $96,271 8,023 8,023 8,023 8,023 8,023 8,023 8,023 8,023 8,023 8,023 8,023 8,023



TOTAL WAREHOUSE LABOR--> 73 $0.471 $2,503,051 208,588 200,565 200,565 200,565 200,565 200,565 200,565 200,565 200,565 200,565 200,565 200,565



Office G&A Labor Expenses FTEs /Cs $ $/YR Month13 Month14 Month15 Month16 Month17 Month18 Month19 Month20 Month21 Month22 Month23 Month24



CEO -Mike 1 $0.015 79,690    $79,690 6,383           8,232          6,439          4,997           4,742           6,335           6,088           7,308          8,391          6,877          6,311         7,586          



Vice President Warehouse Ops 1 $0.028 150,000 $150,000 12,500        12,500       12,500       12,500        12,500         12,500        12,500        12,500        12,500       12,500        12,500       12,500        



Traffic Controller 1 1 $0.008 45,000    $45,000 3,750           3,750          3,750          3,750           3,750           3,750           3,750           3,750          3,750          3,750          3,750         3,750          



Traffic Controller 2 1 $0.008 45,000    $45,000 3,750           3,750          3,750          3,750           3,750           3,750           3,750           3,750          3,750          3,750          3,750         3,750          



Assistant to CEO 1 $0.008 40,000    $40,000 3,333           3,333          3,333          3,333           3,333           3,333           3,333           3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333          



Assistant to VP 1 $0.008 40,000    $40,000 3,333           3,333          3,333          3,333           3,333           3,333           3,333           3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333          



Customer Service 2 $0.007 35,000    $70,000 5,833           5,833          5,833          5,833           5,833           5,833           5,833           5,833          5,833          5,833          5,833         5,833          



Receptionist 1 $0.006 30,000    $30,000 2,500           2,500          2,500          2,500           2,500           2,500           2,500           2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500         2,500          



Office Clerk 2 $0.006 31,000    $62,000 5,167           5,167          5,167          5,167           5,167           5,167           5,167           5,167          5,167          5,167          5,167         5,167          



Labor Raises 4.0% $0.004 $22,468 1,872           1,872          1,872          1,872           1,872           1,872           1,872           1,872          1,872          1,872          1,872         1,872          



TOTAL G&A OFFICE LABOR---> 11 0.098 584,158 48,422           50,271          48,478          47,036           46,781           48,374           48,127           49,347          50,430          48,916          48,350         49,625          



$10,625,350



$14,113,747 Gross Revenue



$462,000



$3,026,398











YEAR 2
Distributech, LLC



Workforce Overhead FTEs /Cs $ $/YR Month13 Month14 Month15 Month16 Month17 Month18 Month19 Month20 Month21 Month22 Month23 Month24



Payroll Tax @ 8.5% 84 0.049 0.085 $262,413 21,868 21,868 21,868 21,868 21,868 21,868 21,868 21,868 21,868 21,868 21,868 21,868



Medical Insurance 84 0.111 7,000 $588,000 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000



Non Medical Benefit Program 84 0.009 595 $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



Workers Compensation 84 0.046 0.079 $244,888 20,407 20,407 20,407 20,407 20,407 20,407 20,407 20,407 20,407 20,407 20,407 20,407



Uniforms 65 0.000 12,000 $650 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54



Health & Safety-Pre-Employment and Boots 65 0.012 6,825 $65,000 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417



401(k) Match --5% Reserve 84 0.029 $154,360 12,863 12,863 12,863 12,863 12,863 12,863 12,863 12,863 12,863 12,863 12,863 12,863



Employee Rewards Program Reserve 84 0.015 79,690 $79,690 6,641 6,641 6,641 6,641 6,641 6,641 6,641 6,641 6,641 6,641 6,641 6,641



TOTAL WORKFORCE OVERHEAD---> 0.272 $1,445,001 120,417 120,417 120,417 120,417 120,417 120,417 120,417 120,417 120,417 120,417 120,417 120,417



NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT



8.01% 10.33% 8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52%



MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS OVERHEAD /Cs $ $/YR Month13 Month14 Month15 Month16 Month17 Month18 Month19 Month20 Month21 Month22 Month23 Month24



Warehouse Loss & Waste break



Breakage cost as 0.001 x 4.7MM Cases x $85 0.001 0.085 $451,577 36,171 46,648 36,487 28,314 26,869 35,900 34,501 41,410 47,551 38,971 35,765 42,990



Re-Pack-Boxes, Labels, Supplies 0.009 $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



G&A Miscellaneous Expenses



Office Expense /Supplies 0.005 $25,000 2,083           2,083          2,083          2,083           2,083           2,083           2,083           2,083          2,083          2,083          2,083         2,083



Miscellaneous 0.004 $20,000 1,667           1,667          1,667          1,667           1,667           1,667           1,667           1,667          1,667          1,667          1,667         1,667



0.103 $546,577 44,088 54,565 44,404 36,231 34,786 43,817 42,417 49,326 55,468 46,888 43,682 50,907



Special G&A  Expenses /Cs $ $/YR Month13 Month14 Month15 Month16 Month17 Month18 Month19 Month20 Month21 Month22 Month23 Month24



Outsourced Ops & Administration
NHSLC 8 Warehouse Employees 8 $400,000 33,333        33,333       33,333       33,333        33,333         33,333        33,333        33,333        33,333       33,333        33,333       33,333        



Concord Warehouse Shared Space Lease $200,000 16,667        16,667       16,667       16,667        16,667         16,667        16,667        16,667        16,667       16,667        16,667       16,667        



Computer Outsource Expense at $0.0X/case 4 0.080 $425,014 34,044        43,904       34,341       26,648        25,288         33,789 32,471 38,974 44,754 36,679 33,661 40,461



 ----to include 2 $65K onsite employees



Accounting Outsource Expense 1 0.008 $40,000 3,333           3,333          3,333          3,333           3,333           3,333           3,333           3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333        
Internet/Phones 0.008 $40,000 3,333           3,333          3,333          3,333           3,333           3,333           3,333           3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333        
Bonding /Liability Insurance 0.028 $150,000 12,500        12,500       12,500       12,500        12,500         12,500        12,500        12,500        12,500       12,500        12,500       12,500        



G&A Administration



Board of Directors 5 0.015 $398,451 31,916        41,160       32,195       24,983        23,708         31,677        30,442        36,538        41,957       34,386        31,557       37,932        



Broker-Supplier Coordinator (Reserve) 1 0.015 $79,690 6,383 8,232 6,439 4,997 4,742 6,335 6,088 7,308 8,391 6,877 6,311 7,586



Exec Bonus (Reserve)  0.02 $106,253 8,511 10,976 8,585 6,662 6,322 8,447 8,118 9,743 11,188 9,170 8,415 10,115



Ops Bonus (Reserve)  0.015 $79,690 6,383 8,232 6,439 4,997 4,742 6,335 6,088 7,308 8,391 6,877 6,311 7,586



Consulting Ops 1 0.010 $53,127 4,255 5,488 4,293 3,331 3,161 4,224 4,059 4,872 5,594 4,585 4,208 5,058



Legal 2 0.019 $100,000 8,333           8,333          8,333          8,333           8,333           8,333           8,333           8,333          8,333          8,333          8,333         8,333



TOTAL SPECIAL G&A EXPENSES--> 14 0.217 $2,072,225 168,992        195,492       169,792       149,118        145,462         168,307        164,766        182,242        197,776       176,074        167,964      186,240        



FTEs /Cs $/YR



Total Manpower/Operating Expenses 98 $1.16 $7,151,013



Building Expenses /Cs $ $/YR Month13 Month14 Month15 Month16 Month17 Month18 Month19 Month20 Month21 Month22 Month23 Month24



Repair and Maintanance 0.005 $24,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000



Landscape & Snow removal 0.006 $30,000 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500



Utilities 0.035 $186,000 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500



Real Estate Taxes & Ins 0.128 $681,750 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813



General Insurance 0.028 $150,000 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500



Misc Building Expense 0.009 $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



TOTAL BUILDING EXPENSES--> $0.211 $1,121,750 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479



TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS OVERHEAD-->











Total Operational Expenses--> $8,272,763 683,986 714,788 677,135 646,845 641,489 674,959 669,771 695,376 718,135 686,339 674,457 701,233



YEAR 2
Distributech, LLC



OPERATIONAL SUMMARY NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT



8.01% 10.33% 8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52%



Gross Revenues 14,113,747          1,130,511   1,140,391  1,140,391  884,932      839,768      1,122,043   1,078,290   1,294,231  1,486,178  1,218,016  1,117,809 1,343,629  



Operational Expenses 8,272,763 683,986 714,788 677,135 646,845 641,489 674,959 669,771 695,376 718,135 686,339 674,457 701,233



$40,000,000 finance 20YRS 



Rent 3,100,000 258,333      258,333     258,333     258,333      258,333      258,333      258,333      258,333     258,333     258,333     258,333    258,333     



State & Federal Taxes 877,800 73,150      73,150       73,150       73,150        73,150         73,150        73,150        73,150        73,150       73,150        73,150       73,150        



NET CASH FLOW 1,863,184 115,042 94,119 131,773 -93,396 -133,205 115,600 77,036 267,371 436,559 200,194 111,868 310,912



Gross Revenues 14,113,747



Operational Expenses 8,272,763



Rent 3,100,000



OPERATING  INCOME 2,740,984



STATE BPT @ 8.5% 232,984



NET INCOME 2,508,001



FEDERAL INCOME TAX 35% 877,800
@ AFTER TAX INCOME 1,630,200      



EBITDA 5,840,984
2-Year Accumulated After Tax Income 3,246,203            



Assumptions: (1) Based upon State Liquor Commission Annual Reports, the annual growth in case throughput increases 3% per year 
(2) Our rates are "fixed" for the first 30 months, and then we are allowed a Negotiated Increase or at least a CPI adjustment --assume 2.5%
(3) Built into the proforma is the addition of 4 additional warehouse employees Year2  and 4 more in  Year3
(4) Built into the proforma is a 4.0% reserve/allocation for labor raises /YR, and related increase of overhead











5,472,055       Total Cases



YEAR 3 $2.00 /case Jan-Jun 2,599,773       



Distributech, LLC $2.05 /case Jul-Dec 2,872,282       



$0.01 /case/day 829,150          AVG cases on-hand



$0.50 /bottle Mixed Cs 980,272          + mixed case bottles



Month 31 [2.5%CPI Rate Increase] NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT



8.01% 10.33% 8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52%



FTEs /Cs $ Subtotal Month25 Month26 Month27 Month28 Month29 Month30 Month31 Month32 Month33 Month34 Month35 Month36



Warehouse Labor Expenses
Receiving / Put Away



   Operations Manager 1 $0.01 75,000      $75,000 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250



   Whse Manager 1 $0.01 65,000      $65,000 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417



   Single Bottle Pick Manager 1 $0.01 45,000      $45,000 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750



   Forklift Operator / Receivers 3 $0.02 35,000      $105,000 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750 8,750



   Product Check-in (ADDED 1 MORE) 2 $0.01 31,200      $62,400 5,200 5,200 5,200 5,200 5,200 5,200 5,200 5,200 5,200 5,200 5,200 5,200



   Directed Product Storage (ADDED 1 MORE) 7 $0.03 25,000      $175,000 14,583 14,583 14,583 14,583 14,583 14,583 14,583 14,583 14,583 14,583 14,583 14,583



Replenishment  



   Night Shift Supervisor 1 $0.009 48,000      $48,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000



   Pallet Pick Replenishment 2 $0.009 25,000      $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



   Case Flow Replenishment (ADDED 1 MORE) 5 $0.025 27,000      $135,000 11,250 11,250 11,250 11,250 11,250 11,250 11,250 11,250 11,250 11,250 11,250 11,250



   Bottle Pick Replenishment 2 $0.010 28,000      $56,000 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667 4,667



Order Picking             



   Full Case Order Pickers From Floor 7 $0.040 31,200      $218,400 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200 18,200



   Full Case Pickers Cluster toFlow Rack  (+1) 11 $0.067 33,300      $366,300 30,525 30,525 30,525 30,525 30,525 30,525 30,525 30,525 30,525 30,525 30,525 30,525



   Case Pick Add-ons/Misc 4 $0.018 25,000      $100,000 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333 8,333



   Single Bottle Pick 7 $0.045 35,000      $245,000 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417 20,417



Shipping             



   Console Operator 1 $0.008 45,000      $45,000 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750 3,750



   Palletizers/Loaders/ Picker, Add-on's 8 $0.037 25,000      $200,000 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667 16,667



   Staging -shipping 2 $0.012 32,500      $65,000 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417 5,417



   Licensee Service Manager 1 $0.007 40,000      $40,000 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333 3,333



   Dispatch 1 $0.006 35,000      $35,000 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917



Inventory             



   Inventory Manager 1 $0.009 48,000      $48,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000



   Inventory Assistant I 1 $0.007 37,500      $37,500 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125



   Inventory Assistant II 1 $0.006 31,200      $31,200 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600



Breakage /Recouping/Maintenance             



Breakage/QC 2 $0.008 21,840      $43,680 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,640



   Maintainance Manager 1 $0.011 60,000      $60,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000



   Maintainance/Facilities 2 $0.021 57,000      $114,000 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500



   Custodial 1 $0.004 22,800      $22,800 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900



   Security 1 $0.006 35,000      $35,000 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917



  Labor Raises 4.0% $0.039 $205,900 17,158 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917 2,917



TOTAL WAREHOUSE LABOR--> 77 $0.461 $2,729,180 210,273 210,273 210,273 210,273 210,273 210,273 210,273 210,273 210,273 210,273 210,273 210,273



Office G&A Labor Expenses FTEs /Cs $ $/YR Month25 Month26 Month27 Month28 Month29 Month30 Month31 Month32 Month33 Month34 Month35 Month36



CEO -Mike 1 $0.015 82,081      $82,081 6,575          8,479         6,632        5,146        4,884          6,525          6,271          7,527         8,643         7,084         6,501        7,814         



Vice President Warehouse Ops 1 $0.027 150,000    $150,000 12,500        12,500       12,500      12,500      12,500        12,500        12,500        12,500       12,500       12,500       12,500      12,500       



Traffic Controller 1 1 $0.008 45,000      $45,000 3,750          3,750         3,750        3,750        3,750          3,750          3,750          3,750         3,750         3,750         3,750        3,750         



Traffic Controller 2 1 $0.008 45,000      $45,000 3,750          3,750         3,750        3,750        3,750          3,750          3,750          3,750         3,750         3,750         3,750        3,750         



Assistant to CEO 1 $0.007 40,000      $40,000 3,333          3,333         3,333        3,333        3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333         3,333        3,333         



Assistant to VP 1 $0.007 40,000      $40,000 3,333          3,333         3,333        3,333        3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333         3,333        3,333         



Customer Service 2 $0.006 35,000      $70,000 5,833          5,833         5,833        5,833        5,833          5,833          5,833          5,833         5,833         5,833         5,833        5,833         



Receptionist 1 $0.005 30,000      $30,000 2,500          2,500         2,500        2,500        2,500          2,500          2,500          2,500         2,500         2,500         2,500        2,500         



cases before CPI ADJ



cases after CPI ADJ $5,888,178



$5,199,547



$490,136



$3,026,398



$14,604,258 Gross Revenue











Office Clerk 2 $0.006 31,000      $62,000 5,167          5,167         5,167        5,167        5,167          5,167          5,167          5,167         5,167         5,167         5,167        5,167         



Labor Raises 4.0% $0.008 $46,029 3,836          3,836         3,836        3,836        3,836          3,836          3,836          3,836         3,836         3,836         3,836        3,836         



TOTAL G&A OFFICE LABOR---> 11 0.099 610,110 46,741          48,646         46,799        45,313        45,050          46,692          46,438          47,693         48,810         47,250         46,667        47,981         



YEAR 3
Distributech, LLC



Workforce Overhead FTEs /Cs $ $/YR Month25 Month26 Month27 Month28 Month29 Month30 Month31 Month32 Month33 Month34 Month35 Month36



Payroll Tax @ 8.5% 88 0.052 0.085 $283,840 23,653 23,653 23,653 23,653 23,653 23,653 23,653 23,653 23,653 23,653 23,653 23,653



Medical Insurance 88 0.113 7,000 $616,000 51,333 51,333 51,333 51,333 51,333 51,333 51,333 51,333 51,333 51,333 51,333 51,333



Non Medical Benefit Program 88 0.009 568 $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



Workers Compensation 88 0.049 0.079 $265,536 22,128 22,128 22,128 22,128 22,128 22,128 22,128 22,128 22,128 22,128 22,128 22,128



Uniforms 65 0.000 12,000 $650 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54



Health & Safety-Pre-Employment and Boots 65 0.080 6,825 $439,765 36,647 36,647 36,647 36,647 36,647 36,647 36,647 36,647 36,647 36,647 36,647 36,647



401(k) Match --5% Reserve 88 0.031 $166,964 13,914 13,914 13,914 13,914 13,914 13,914 13,914 13,914 13,914 13,914 13,914 13,914



Employee Rewards Program Reserve 88 0.015 82,081 $82,081 6,840 6,840 6,840 6,840 6,840 6,840 6,840 6,840 6,840 6,840 6,840 6,840



TOTAL WORKFORCE OVERHEAD---> 0.348 $1,904,836 158,736 158,736 158,736 158,736 158,736 158,736 158,736 158,736 158,736 158,736 158,736 158,736



NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT



8.01% 10.33% 8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52%



MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS OVERHEAD /Cs $ $/YR Month25 Month26 Month27 Month28 Month29 Month30 Month31 Month32 Month33 Month34 Month35 Month36
Warehouse Loss & Waste break



Breakage cost as 0.001 x 4.7MM Cases x $85 0.001 0.085 $465,125 37,256 48,047 37,582 29,163 27,675 36,977 35,536 42,652 48,978 40,140 36,838 44,280



Re-Pack-Boxes, Labels, Supplies 0.009 $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



G&A Miscellaneous Expenses



Office Expense /Supplies 0.005 $25,000 2,083          2,083         2,083        2,083        2,083          2,083          2,083          2,083         2,083         2,083         2,083        2,083



Miscellaneous 0.004 $20,000 1,667          1,667         1,667        1,667        1,667          1,667          1,667          1,667         1,667         1,667         1,667        1,667



0.102 $560,125 45,173 55,964 45,499 37,080 35,592 44,894 43,452 50,569 56,894 48,057 44,755 52,197



Special G&A  Expenses /Cs $ $/YR Month25 Month26 Month27 Month28 Month29 Month30 Month31 Month32 Month33 Month34 Month35 Month36



Outsourced Ops & Administration
NHSLC 8 Warehouse Employees 8 $400,000 33,333        33,333       33,333      33,333      33,333        33,333        33,333        33,333       33,333       33,333       33,333      33,333       



Concord Warehouse Shared Space Lease $200,000 16,667        16,667       16,667      16,667      16,667        16,667        16,667        16,667       16,667       16,667       16,667      16,667       



Computer Outsource Expense at $0.0X/case 4 0.080 $437,764 35,065        45,221       35,371      27,448      26,047        34,802 33,445 40,143 46,097 37,779 34,671 41,675



 ----to include 2 $65K onsite employees



Accounting Outsource Expense 1 0.007 $40,000 3,333          3,333         3,333        3,333        3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333         3,333        3,333       
Internet/Phones 0.007 $40,000 3,333          3,333         3,333        3,333        3,333          3,333          3,333          3,333         3,333         3,333         3,333        3,333       
Bonding /Liability Insurance 0.027 $150,000 12,500        12,500       12,500      12,500      12,500        12,500        12,500        12,500       12,500       12,500       12,500      12,500       



G&A Administration



Board of Directors 5 0.015 $410,404 32,873        42,395       33,161      25,732      24,419        32,627        31,355        37,634       43,216       35,418       32,504      39,070       



Broker-Supplier Coordinator (Reserve) 1 0.015 $82,081 6,575 8,479 6,632 5,146 4,884 6,525 6,271 7,527 8,643 7,084 6,501 7,814



CEO Bonuses (Reserve)  0.02 $109,441 8,766 11,305 8,843 6,862 6,512 8,701 8,361 10,036 11,524 9,445 8,668 10,419



VP of Ops Bonuses (Reserve)  0.015 $82,081 6,575 8,479 6,632 5,146 4,884 6,525 6,271 7,527 8,643 7,084 6,501 7,814



Rath Law 2 0.018 $100,000 8,333          8,333         8,333        8,333        8,333          8,333          8,333          8,333         8,333         8,333         8,333        8,333



TOTAL SPECIAL G&A EXPENSES--> 13 0.205 $2,051,771 167,354        193,379       168,139      147,835      144,245        166,681        163,203        180,366       195,623       174,309       166,344      184,293       



FTEs /Cs $/YR



Total Manpower/Operating Expenses 101 $1.22 $7,856,021



Building Expenses /Cs $ $/YR Month25 Month26 Month27 Month28 Month29 Month30 Month31 Month32 Month33 Month34 Month35 Month36



Repair and Maintanance 0.004 $24,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000



Landscape & Snow removal 0.005 $30,000 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500



Utilities 0.034 $186,000 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500 15,500



Real Estate Taxes & Ins 0.125 $681,750 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813 56,813



General Insurance 0.027 $150,000 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500 12,500



TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS OVERHEAD-->











Misc Building Expense 0.009 $50,000 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167 4,167



TOTAL BUILDING EXPENSES--> $0.205 $1,121,750 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479 93,479



Total Operational Expenses--> $8,977,771 721,757 760,477 722,925 692,717 687,376 720,756 715,582 741,117 763,815 732,105 720,255 746,959



YEAR 3
Distributech, LLC



OPERATIONAL SUMMARY NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT



8.01% 10.33% 8.08% 6.27% 5.95% 7.95% 7.64% 9.17% 10.53% 8.63% 7.92% 9.52%



Gross Revenues 14,604,258         1,169,801  1,180,024  1,180,024 915,687    868,953      1,161,039  1,115,765  1,339,210  1,537,828  1,260,347  1,156,657 1,390,325  



Operational Expenses 8,977,771 721,757 760,477 722,925 692,717 687,376 720,756 715,582 741,117 763,815 732,105 720,255 746,959



$40,000,000 finance 20YRS 



Rent 3,100,000 258,333      258,333     258,333    258,333    258,333      258,333      258,333      258,333     258,333     258,333     258,333    258,333     



State & Federal Taxes 809,107 67,426       67,426       67,426      67,426      67,426        67,426        67,426        67,426       67,426       67,426       67,426      67,426       



NET CASH FLOW 1,717,379 122,285 93,788 131,340 -102,789 -144,182 114,524 74,424 272,334 448,254 202,484 110,643 317,608



Gross Revenues 14,604,258



Operational Expenses 8,977,771



Rent 3,100,000



OPERATING  INCOME 2,526,486



STATE BPT @ 8.5% 214,751



NET INCOME 2,311,735



FEDERAL INCOME TAX 35% 809,107



@ AFTER TAX INCOME 1,502,628       



EBITDA 2,526,486



3-Year Accumulated After Tax Income 4,748,831            



Assumptions: (1) Based upon State Liquor Commission Annual Reports, the annual growth in case throughput increases 3% per year 
(2) Our rates are "fixed" for the first 30 months, and then we are allowed a Negotiated Increase or at least a CPI adjustment --assume 2.5%
(3) Built into the proforma is the addition of 4 additional warehouse employees Year2  and 4 more in  Year3
(4) Built into the proforma is a 4.0% reserve/allocation for labor raises /YR, and related increase of overhead











W&H Systems Costs: STAHLMAN GROUP: CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY



Pallet Racking $900,000 New Liquor Distribution Center 333,770 sq ft



Modules, Structure, Guarding $385,000 WORK ITEM COST/ SQ FT AMOUNT



Conveyors, Sorters & WCS  Software $3,100,000 1.0 GENERAL CONDITIONS $ 3.58 $1,195,070



Compressed Air System $60,000 2.0 SITE WORK 12.18 4,065,971



Stretch Wrappers $280,000 3.0 CONCRETE 8.61 2,872,650



Freight $125,000 4.0 MASONRY 0.12 40,000



Cubiscan (2x) $45,000 5.0 METALS 13.23 4,417,033



WMS - Full High Jump $700,000 6.0 CARPENTRY & MILLWORK 0.28 94,000



Total: $5,595,000 7.0 THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION 4.07 1,358,888



8.0 DOORS & WINDOWS 0.51 171,300



Warehouse Handling-Equipment $2,400,000 9.0 FINISHES 2.23 743,193



10.0 SPECIALTIES 0.10 33,300



11.0 EQUIPMENT 0.91 302,800



12.0 FURNISHINGS -



13.0 SPECIALTY CONSTRUCTION 3.42 1,141,505



15.0FP FIRE PROTECTION 3.20 1,067,109



15.0P PLUMBING 2.09 698,249



15.0H HVAC 3.14 1,049,375



15.0R REFRIGERATION SYSTEM 0.36 120,000



16.0 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 9.89 3,299,760



DIVISIONS 1 - 16 SUBTOTAL $ 67.92 $22,670,203



GEOGRAPHICAL & LABOR ADJUSTMENT - -



LEED CERTIFICATION ADJUSTMENT - -



COST OF THE WORK SUBTOTAL $ 67.92 $22,670,203



17.0 COMPREHENSIVE LIABILITY INSURANCE 0.68 226,702



18.0 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 2.59 866,106



19.0 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT FEE 2.49 831,705



TOTAL ESTIMATE $ 73.68 $24,594,716



CONTINGENCY 2.85 950,520



CONSTRUCTION BUDGET $ 76.53 $25,545,236



W&H SYSTEMS (AUTOMATION AND RACKING) $5,595,000



COST OF EXCLUSIONS (ALLOWANCES) $2,074,933



MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT 



(ALLOWANCE)



$2,400,000



OVERALL PROJECT BUDGET $ 99.23 $35,615,169



Summary of Distributech Facility Costs












From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: "Goclowski, Mike"
Cc: John D. Bunnell; George P. Tsiopras; "Judge, Steve"
Subject: To Distributech - Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
Date: Monday, June 18, 2012 3:39:08 PM

Mike:
 
As we previously notified you by email, the Evaluation Committee is performing its initial analysis.  We
have several questions about your proposal.  In order to expedite the process, we would like your
answers to our questions by email by Friday, June 22nd. 
 
Please do not draw any conclusions from the following questions.  They are asked in order to confirm
that we understand specific parts of your proposal.  Do not assume that our questions bring any weight
to that part of your proposal about which we have asked. In other words, take the questions at face
value and just answer them as completely and with as much detail as possible.
 
Our questions are as follows:
 

1.  Do you subscribe to “open data Standards”
2.  Do you have “open data formats” as part of your proposals?
3.  Does your proposal include all licenses required to operate hardware/software?
4.  Does your proposal include maintenance for all hardware/software?
5.  Does your proposal rely on customized interfaces to integrate with the NHLC existing

applications?
6.     What are your projections for volumes by month in each of the pricing categories included in

Appendices D and D-1 for the first 30 months of this contract and each subsequent 30-month
period through the end of the contract?  Please explain the basis for your projection.  Please
address only the basic bailment charges:  inbound handling, storage, and outbound order
processing/reporting.  For example, in the first month of the contract, how many cases do you
assume will be inbound in the category of codes of 1-180? 

7.     In Section 3.0.12, Page 26, the RFP requires that the proposal shall list separtately all charges
which could be incurred by the NHSLC and all charges which could be incurred by the
suppliers in the operation of the warehouse.  Are all charges included in Appendices D and D-
1?  Specifically, identify where a charge, if any, for outbound handling is located.  For
example, outbound handling may already be included in the charge for inbound handling.

8.     We have read Section 1.5.8 on Page 13 of your proposal.  Nevertheless, Part I, Section 1.5.8,
Page 9 of the RFP requires the vendor to provide audited financial statements for the past
three years or an alternative satisfactory to the NHSLC.  Part 4, Section 4.4, Page 32 of the
RFP requires a new entity to provide other relevant financial materials to demonstrate its
financial stability and capacity.  Please provide us with sufficient financial materials to
demonstrate Distributech’s financial stability and capacity.

9.  In your proposal on Page 74, you indicate that you plan to build a facility at 15 Integra Drive in
Concord, NH.  We understand that the location was recently zoned industrial.  Please provide us
with a construction schedule that establishes that the facility will be operational on or before
October 31, 2013.  The schedule must include a list of all permits required with a timetable for
acquiring them.  Given the amount of traffic currently on Manchester Street, as well as the
commercial traffic from Associated Grocer’s truck traffic, do you have approval from the City of
Concord to use Manchester Street in connection with your proposed site?  The schedule must
also include a plan for construction and infrastructure, particularly automation.  We have
reviewed the handout from the Stahlman Group included with your proposal.  In addition to the
schedule requested above, please provide us with the names of all subcontractors that will be
responsible for construction and infrastructure.
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P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us


From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: Web WEI - Mike G
Subject: Distributech - Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
Date: Friday, June 15, 2012 3:54:38 PM

Mike – we need to schedule a walk around your proposed site.  Please call me so we can schedule
for next week.  Thanks.
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
From: Mike G [mailto:mike@webwei.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 2:52 PM
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: Judge, Steve; John D. Bunnell; George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Re: Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
 

Thank you. We have received this notification from your office and will await further
instructions.

Mike Goclowski

On Jun 15, 2012 1:50 PM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:
 
Dear Vendors:
 
The Evaluation Committee is performing its initial analysis.  We will have several questions about your
proposal no later than Monday, June 18th.  In order to expedite the process, we would like your
answers to our questions by Friday, June 22nd. 
 
When you receive our questions, please do not draw any conclusions from them.  They are asked in
order to confirm that we understand specific parts of your proposal.  Do not assume that our questions
bring any weight to that part of your proposal about which we have asked. In other words, take the
questions at face value and just answer them as completely and with as much detail as possible.
 
We may well have more questions.  To that end, we want to tour your proposed facility next week
during the timeframe of Tuesday, June 19th to Friday, June 22nd.  Please contact me directly and be

mailto:/O=SPIRITS.STATE.NH.US/OU=HQMAIN/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CBULKLEY
mailto:mike@webwei.com
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us


prepared to offer several dates when you will be available.  Your cooperation on agreeing to meet with
us on one of these dates is greatly appreciated.
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.

tel:%28603%29%20230-7008
tel:%28603%29%20271-3897
tel:%28603%29%20490-1559
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
tel:%28603%29230-7008


From: Mike G
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: Judge, Steve; John D. Bunnell; George P. Tsiopras
Subject: Distributech - Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
Date: Friday, June 15, 2012 2:52:35 PM

Thank you. We have received this notification from your office and will await further
instructions.

Mike Goclowski

On Jun 15, 2012 1:50 PM, "Craig W. Bulkley" <cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us> wrote:

 

Dear Vendors:

 

The Evaluation Committee is performing its initial analysis.  We will have several questions about
your proposal no later than Monday, June 18th.  In order to expedite the process, we would like your
answers to our questions by Friday, June 22nd. 

 

When you receive our questions, please do not draw any conclusions from them.  They are asked in
order to confirm that we understand specific parts of your proposal.  Do not assume that our
questions bring any weight to that part of your proposal about which we have asked. In other words,
take the questions at face value and just answer them as completely and with as much detail as
possible.

 

We may well have more questions.  To that end, we want to tour your proposed facility next week
during the timeframe of Tuesday, June 19th to Friday, June 22nd.  Please contact me directly and be
prepared to offer several dates when you will be available.  Your cooperation on agreeing to meet
with us on one of these dates is greatly appreciated.

 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email.  Thank you.

 

 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 

Craig W. Bulkley

Director
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Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897

Cell: (603) 490-1559

*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us

 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to
criminal prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me
by telephone at (603)230-7008.

tel:%28603%29%20230-7008
tel:%28603%29%20271-3897
tel:%28603%29%20490-1559
mailto:cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
tel:%28603%29230-7008


From: Craig W. Bulkley
To: Craig W. Bulkley
Cc: John D. Bunnell; George P. Tsiopras; "Judge, Steve"
Subject: Warehouse Services RFP 2012-14
Date: Friday, June 15, 2012 1:50:38 PM

 
Dear Vendors:
 
The Evaluation Committee is performing its initial analysis.  We will have several questions about your
proposal no later than Monday, June 18th.  In order to expedite the process, we would like your
answers to our questions by Friday, June 22nd. 
 
When you receive our questions, please do not draw any conclusions from them.  They are asked in
order to confirm that we understand specific parts of your proposal.  Do not assume that our questions
bring any weight to that part of your proposal about which we have asked. In other words, take the
questions at face value and just answer them as completely and with as much detail as possible.
 
We may well have more questions.  To that end, we want to tour your proposed facility next week
during the timeframe of Tuesday, June 19th to Friday, June 22nd.  Please contact me directly and be
prepared to offer several dates when you will be available.  Your cooperation on agreeing to meet with
us on one of these dates is greatly appreciated.
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email.  Thank you.
 
 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

 
Craig W. Bulkley
Director
Division of Administration
NH State Liquor Commission 
(   (603) 230-7008

FAX (603) 271-3897
Cell: (603) 490-1559
*  cbulkley@liquor.state.nh.us
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This communication may contain material protected by
law. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the
intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be subject to criminal
prosecution. If you have received this e-mail in error, please destroy and immediately notify me by
telephone at (603)230-7008.
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